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Like other Salishan languages, Lushootseed derives the bulk of its verb stems from monovalent radicals designating states and processes using a variety of valency-increasing affixes. This paper proposes a taxonomy of these affixes based on two parameters — the distinction between a causative, which adds a subject/AGENT, and an applicative, which adds an object/NON-AGENT, and the distinction between a transitive and an intransitive affix, the former adding a direct object to the valency of the radical and the latter an oblique.

Like other Salishan languages, Lushootseed derives the bulk of its verb stems from monovalent radicals designating states and processes using a large number of valency-increasing affixes, affixes that are used to derive transitive and bivalent intransitive stems from monovalent bases. In total, there are six affixes such affixes— -t ‘internal causative’, -txw ‘external causative’, -dxw ‘diminished control’, -b ‘causative middle’, -alikw ‘causative of activity’, -c/-s ‘allative applicative’ — plus four secondary suffixes (-yi- ‘dative applicative’, -bi- ‘middle applicative’, and the fossilized stem formatives -di/-l-/) which combine with another valency-increaser to augment the valency of a stem. This paper will attempt to create a taxonomy of these affixes and show that, in spite of their variety, Lushootseed valency-increasers fit into a neat taxonomy based on two syntactic parameters familiar from typological literature on causative and applicative morphology.

The primary distinction that can be drawn among the valency-increasers is that between causatives and applicatives. A causative affix is one that adds a new event-participant (semantic actant) which is expressed as a syntactic subject. In most languages, the semantic role of this actant is that of CAUSER; however, Lushootseed does not distinguish the role of CAUSER from that of AGENT, and so many (if not most) of the subjects added by Lushootseed causatives express AGENTS. Applicatives, on the other hand, add a new semantic ac-
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tant which is expressed by an object and which is assigned a variety of semantic roles. As in most languages, the semantic roles assigned to applicative objects in Lushootseed are rather diverse, but in general Lushootseed applicatives do not assign the role of PATIENT.

Within the causatives, it is possible to distinguish affixes according to the government patterns of the stems they create — that is, according to the different grammatical relations assigned to their syntactic arguments. This leads to a distinction between transitive causatives, causatives that create transitive stems that take a direct object, and intransitive causatives, causatives that create bivalent intransitive verb stems that take an oblique object. Applicatives can in principle be sub-categorized according to this criterion as well, although all applicative affixes in Lushootseed fall into the category of transitive applicatives in that they subcategorize for direct objects. Both types of affix can then be further subdivided according to additional semantic criteria. Lushootseed has, for example, three transitive causative affixes, -t 'internal causative', -txw 'external causative', and -dxw 'diminished control', all of which have the same syntactic effect on the stem, but which express events with different semantic characteristics. A list of valency-increasing affixes categorized according to the taxonomy proposed here is given in Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affix</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Affix-Type</th>
<th>Type of Stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-t</td>
<td>'internal causative'</td>
<td>transitive causative</td>
<td>transitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-txw</td>
<td>'external causative'</td>
<td>transitive causative</td>
<td>transitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-dxw</td>
<td>'diminished control'</td>
<td>transitive causative</td>
<td>transitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-b</td>
<td>'causative middle'</td>
<td>intransitive causative</td>
<td>bivalent intransitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-alikw</td>
<td>'causative of activity'</td>
<td>intransitive causative</td>
<td>bivalent intransitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-c/-s</td>
<td>'allative applicative'</td>
<td>transitive applicative</td>
<td>transitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-yi-</td>
<td>'dative applicative'</td>
<td>transitive applicative</td>
<td>trivalent transitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-bi-</td>
<td>'middle applicative'</td>
<td>transitive applicative</td>
<td>transitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-di-</td>
<td>'secondary suffix'</td>
<td>transitive applicative</td>
<td>transitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-i-</td>
<td>'secondary suffix'</td>
<td>transitive causative</td>
<td>transitive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Lushootseed valency-increasing affixes

Of the affixes listed here, the first eight are well-attested as analyzable parts of a substantial number of lexemes; the last two secondary suffixes are largely fossilized, although they form part of a few high-frequency lexical items. Each of these affixes will be discussed in turn in the following sections.

1 Verbal radicals

The majority of Lushootseed verb stems is built up out of fairly easily-analyzable elements based on monovalent radicals, generally of the phonological shape CVC. A few of these are given in Table 2:
Table 2: Regular CVC(C) radicals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radical</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>√?a</td>
<td>'be there, exist'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√?pa</td>
<td>'be eaten'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*bis</td>
<td>'be selected'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√c'el</td>
<td>'be defeated'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√c'as</td>
<td>'be pecked'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√gəq</td>
<td>'shining'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√gəc</td>
<td>'be sought'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*gəd</td>
<td>'sit'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√k'ələc</td>
<td>'be bent backwards'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√k'əa</td>
<td>'be released'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√lə</td>
<td>'be located'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√ləc</td>
<td>'have come down on'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√lak'w</td>
<td>'be eaten'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√lil</td>
<td>'be far away'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√p'il</td>
<td>'be flat'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*qəd</td>
<td>'fornicate'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√q'əls</td>
<td>'cook with steam'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√q'əl</td>
<td>'be cooked, be ripe'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√q'əu?</td>
<td>'be together with ☒'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√səb</td>
<td>'be dry'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√sid'</td>
<td>'launch sneak attack'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√l'agw</td>
<td>'be on top'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*səd</td>
<td>'be pressed'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*xəb</td>
<td>'be thrown'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ya</td>
<td>'be dry'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*yəc</td>
<td>'be reported'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A number of these radicals (√) are attested in independent form, appearing in sentences inflected for aspect, person, and number, but without further derivational morphology. Others are bound radicals (borah) which are unattested in independent form but are productively used in the formation of verb stems (e.g., *c'el | 'be defeated' — c'ələlikw 'win out over someone', c'əld | 'defeat someone', c'əldxw | 'manage to defeat someone').₁ A third group of radicals illustrated in Table 2 are those marked *, which represent radicals that are both unattested as free forms and which do not appear to be productively used as bases for derivation. This category includes forms that appear only as a part of another productive derivational base (e.g., *gəd | 'sit', seen in the fossilized inchoative gədil 'sit down', itself a productive base for forms such as gədilxw 'seat someone', gədis | 'sit down next to someone', etc.), and forms which appear in a single stem with an easily-analyzed affix whose meaning is consistent with the meaning or syntactics of the derivational morpheme (e.g., *bis | 'be selected', the historical base of bisəd 'select something'). In addition to radicals with the canonical CVC(C) shape, there are a large number of CVCVC (e.g., √əba? | 'be loaded down with something', √p'əyoq | 'carve canoe') and a few CVCV radicals (√bali | 'be forgetful', √sula | 'be in the middle'); more complex radicals are also attested (√igəa | 'climb tree', √talawil | 'run a distance', √k'i?xwi? | 'forage for something'). Many of this last group appear to be fossilizations of diachronically analyzable strings formed through affixation or reduplication.

₁ It is possible that some of the forms marked as bound radicals here may in fact be potentially free elements; radicals are marked as bound if they are not attested as independent forms in the corpus used for the present study or exemplified as independent forms in the Lushootseed Dictionary (Bates, Hess & Hilbert 1994). Because of the pragmatically-odd meanings of some of the bare radicals, particularly the patient-oriented radicals (see discussion below), it may be the case that the independent use of some of these forms is possible but textually infrequent (cf. Gerdts 2006, who reports a great deal of success in the deliberate elicitation of previously-unattested bare radicals in Halkomelem Salish).
A few radicals are analyzable as being undyingly Cc. These surface in independent form and in predictable prosodic contexts as CaC, but do not have the schwa in the presence of potentially stress-bearing derivational affixes:

\[ \sqrt{\text{sq}} \text{ 'be high'} \]
\[ \sqrt{\text{ts}} \text{ 'be punched'} \]
\[ \sqrt{\text{tq}} \text{ 'be patched (with stickum)'} \]
\[ \sqrt{\text{-xl}} \text{ 'be bitten'} \]
\[ \sqrt{\text{sq}} \text{ 'be wrapped, be tied'} \]

\[ \text{\text{sq}d} \text{ 'move up high'} \]
\[ \text{\text{sq}daxdab} \text{ 'raise arms'} \]
\[ \text{\text{sq}l} \text{ 'rise up'} \]
\[ \text{\text{ts}d} \text{ 'punch'} \]
\[ \text{\text{ts}likw} \text{ 'hammer, pound'} \]
\[ \text{\text{tq}ad} \text{ 'patch'} \]
\[ \text{\text{tq}abid} \text{ 'put stickum on'} \]
\[ \text{\text{x}l'alikw} \text{ 'bite into'} \]
\[ \text{\text{xq}d} \text{ 'wrap'} \]

**Table 3: Regular CC radicals**

The first of these radicals, \[ \sqrt{\text{sq}} \text{ 'be high'}, \] surfaces as [\text{\text{sq}d}] when stress is required on the stem (as in \[ \text{\text{sq}d} \text{d} \text{ 'move something up high'} \]) and when it is required to break up lengthy consonant clusters, but as [\text{\text{sq}l}] when suffixification provides a full non-schwa vowel to carry stress. A similar pattern is observed with the other forms in the table. There is some variation among speakers as to the treatment of the schwa in some of these radicals, and in some cases the predicted presence/absence of schwa is not found in all of the forms derived therefrom.

Regular CVC(C) radicals show no base-allomorphy when undergoing derivation; however, there is a large group of CVC radicals which undergo a process of final harmonic vowel-epenthesis in the presence of either the internal causative suffix -t (Section 2.1) or the causative middle suffix -b (2.4). Some of these radicals, along with their -t or -b forms, are given in Table 4:

\[ \text{\text{?il}d} \text{ 'sing'} \]
\[ \text{\text{?i}xid} \text{ 'throw away'} \]
\[ \text{\text{bab}d} \text{ 'pester'} \]
\[ \text{\text{caq}d} \text{ 'spear'} \]
\[ \text{\text{c}ilid} \text{ 'dish out'} \]
\[ \text{\text{d}zakwd} \text{ 'rock'} \]
\[ \text{\text{da?ad} 'name'} \]
\[ \text{\text{d}zixid} \text{ 'break down, take apart'} \]
\[ \text{\text{g}iid} \text{ 'invite, call to'} \]
\[ \text{\text{huyud} 'make'} \]
\[ \text{\text{k}wilid} \text{ 'peek at'} \]
\[ \text{\text{l}iqid} \text{ 'take out from within'} \]
\[ \text{\text{taq}d} \text{ 'put down'} \]
\[ \text{\text{ti}cid} \text{ 'slice'} \]
\[ \text{\text{pusud} 'throw at'} \]
Radicals belonging to this class epenthesize a harmonic copy of the stem vowel before the derivational suffix. Although membership in this class of epenthesizing stems is not predictable, all of them are CVC and none of them has the form e~e. Some e~e radicals also undergo final epenthesis, as shown in Table 5:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radical</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bəč</td>
<td>being, being from standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dək</td>
<td>travel, wander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gəx</td>
<td>be untied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kəd</td>
<td>be held, be taken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ləx</td>
<td>be stabbed, be cut</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A similar pattern is seen in a small group of CC radicals:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radical</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pəd</td>
<td>be broken off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pət</td>
<td>be stored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qəc</td>
<td>slide, slip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qəp</td>
<td>form a lump; cramp up (muscle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qəp</td>
<td>be compensated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qəx</td>
<td>be insulated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qət</td>
<td>be closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>təx</td>
<td>be pulled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xət</td>
<td>be fallen, be descended</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The radicals in Table 5 and Table 6 take an epenthetic /u/ if they end in a bilabial or labialized consonant, and /a/ otherwise. The use of /a/ as an epenthetic vowel with CæC and CC radicals is also seen in certain reduplicative environ-

---

2 This radical also refers to the return of anadromous fish.
ments. Once again, final-vowel epenthesis with radicals of this class takes place only in the presence of the internal causative and the causative middle suffixes.

A few radicals show a voicing alternation in their final obstruent:

\[ \sqrt{c'a?k\,\w} \text{‘be washed’} \quad c'ag^*\text{ad} \text{‘wash } \Box \text{’} \]
\[ \sqrt{c'a?k\,\w} \text{‘seaward’} \quad \dot{c}ag^\text{e\,d} \text{‘take } \Box \text{ out to sea’} \quad \dot{c}ag^*\text{il} \text{‘get out to sea’} \quad \dot{c}a?k^*\text{dx\,w} \text{‘manage to get to sea’} \]
\[ \sqrt{c'\text{ac}\,\w} \text{‘be hidden’} \quad \dot{c}ad^*\text{il} \text{‘become hidden, hide self’} \quad \dot{c}act^*\text{w} \text{‘hide } \Box \text{’} \]
\[ \sqrt{d\text{ak}\,\w} \text{‘be inside’} \quad d\dot{e}g^*\text{ad} \text{‘put } \Box \text{ inside’} \]
\[ \sqrt{\text{dik}\,\w} \text{‘be advised’} \quad d\dot{i}g^*\text{id} \text{‘advise } \Box \text{’} \quad d\dot{i}k^*\text{dx\,w} \text{‘instruct } \Box \text{’} \]
\[ \sqrt{\text{hik}\,\w} \text{‘be big’} \quad h\dot{i}g^*\text{ad} \text{‘uphold } \Box, \text{ support } \Box \text{’} \]
\[ \sqrt{\text{h'ak}\,\w} \text{‘be stitched’} \quad \lambda'\dot{a}g^*\text{eb} \text{‘make } \Box (\text{mat}) \text{’} \quad \lambda'\text{ak}^*\text{tad} \text{‘cattail needle’} \]
\[ \sqrt{\text{tak}\,\w} \text{‘be bought’} \quad t\dot{a}g^*\text{s} \text{‘buy } \Box \text{’} \]
\[ \sqrt{\text{t'vec}\,\w} \text{‘roll off, tumble down’} \quad t\dot{a}j\dot{a}d \text{‘roll } \Box \text{’} \]
\[ \sqrt{\text{t'uk\,\w}} \text{‘be measured’} \quad t\dot{u}g^*\text{ud} \text{‘figure } \Box \text{ out’} \quad t\dot{u}k^*\text{tad} \text{‘tape measure’} \]
\[ \sqrt{x^*\text{ac}\,\w} \text{‘be sharp’} \quad dx^*\dot{e}^*\text{ad}\text{eb} \text{‘be tart, be strong (coffee)’} \]

Table 7: Radicals showing final voicing alternations

With these radicals, the final consonant is voiceless when in ultimate final position or when followed by a derivational affix other than the inchoative -il, the internal causative -t, or the middle -b. Note that some members of this class also undergo final-epenthesis (e.g., \[ \sqrt{c'a?k\,\w} \text{‘be washed’} \text{ > } c'ag^*\text{ad} \text{‘wash something’} \text{’} \text{ > } c'ag^*\text{ad} \text{‘wash something’} \text{’} \text{ > } c'ag^*\text{ad} \text{‘wash something inside’}).^3 Two of these radicals, \[ \sqrt{c'a?k\,\w} \text{‘be washed’} \text{ and } \sqrt{c'a?k\,\w} \text{‘seaward’}, \text{ also lose the glottal stop following the vowel; the same pattern is observed of the adverb } \sqrt{hha?k\w} \text{‘for a long time’, which has the form } hag^*\text{\,\w} \text{‘finally, at last’, a lexicalized combination of the radical with the temporal enclitic } =\text{ax\w} \text{‘now’} \text{.’}

With only a few exceptions (see Table 10 below), Lushootseed radicals are monovalent and intransitive, and require valency-increasing morphology to form verb stems with a valency of greater than one. One consequence of this that has attracted a good deal of attention in the literature (e.g., Hess 1995; Beck 1996, 2000) is that Lushootseed has almost no underived transitive verbs. What are transitive verbs in most languages are formed by derivation from a very large set of monovalent radicals which Hess (1995) describes as being “patient-oriented” in the sense that their syntactic subject expresses the semantic PATIENT

---

3 The schwas in some of the derived forms in Table 7 (e.g., \( \dot{c}ag^*\text{ad} \text{‘take something out to sea’}, \lambda'\dot{a}g^*\text{eb} \text{‘make something (mat), taj\,\w\text{d} \text{‘roll something’} \text{’} \text{ belong to allomorphs of the internal causative or middle suffixes. See Sections 2 and 2.4 below.} \]
or ENDPOINT of a semantically-transitive event rather than the AGENT. Consider the example in (1):4

(1) a. ṭu’īič’ čəd
   ṭu’-līič’
   PFV=be.cut.with.knife 1SG.SUB
   ‘I got cut with a knife’

b. ṭu’īič’id čəd to sq*iq*ali
   ṭu’-līič’i-d
   PFV=be.cut.with.knife-ICS 1SG.SUB INDEF hay
   ‘I started to cut hay (with a blade)’

(Bates, Hess & Hilbert 1994: 146)

In (1a), the verbal radical ṭiic’ ‘be cut with a knife’ — in spite of expressing an event high on Hopper & Thompson’s (1980) scale of semantic transitivity — can take only a single syntactic argument, a subject expressing the PATIENT of the event. In order to express an AGENT, it is necessary to apply a valency-increasing suffix such as the internal causative -t, shown in (1b). Thus, a patient-oriented radical in itself is focused on the final state achieved or the change undergone by a PATIENT or ENDPOINT of an event, rather than on the cause of that state or the involvement of an AGENT. A number of patient-oriented radicals are given in Table 8:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radical</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Radical</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Radical</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ṭadq</td>
<td>‘be met’</td>
<td>g*alal</td>
<td>‘be hurt’</td>
<td>suxt</td>
<td>‘be recognized’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭay</td>
<td>‘be traded’</td>
<td>g*ax</td>
<td>‘be untied’</td>
<td>tak</td>
<td>‘be bought’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭâl</td>
<td>‘be eaten’</td>
<td>hay</td>
<td>‘be known’</td>
<td>taq</td>
<td>‘be slapped’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭil</td>
<td>‘be smashed’</td>
<td>k’aw</td>
<td>‘be chewed’</td>
<td>tudq</td>
<td>‘be enslaved’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cag</td>
<td>‘be speared’</td>
<td>k’aw</td>
<td>‘be bumped’</td>
<td>tul</td>
<td>‘be interpreted’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cil</td>
<td>‘be dished up’</td>
<td>k’ax*</td>
<td>‘be helped’</td>
<td>tup</td>
<td>‘be pounded’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c’a?k’w</td>
<td>‘washed’</td>
<td>k’aw</td>
<td>‘be released’</td>
<td>lutx</td>
<td>‘be stretched’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c’al</td>
<td>‘be defeated’</td>
<td>k’d</td>
<td>‘be held, taken’</td>
<td>l’tx</td>
<td>‘be pulled’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 The abbreviations used here are as follows: √ = verbal radical; ◦ = bound form; = = clitic boundary; – = affix boundary; • = lexical suffix boundary; SMALL CAPS = semantic role; Ξ, Ξ = semantic actants; 1, 2, 3 = first, second, third person; ACT = activity; ADD = additive; ADNM = adjective nominalizer; ALTV = allative applicative; ATTN = attenuative; CNN = connective; CONT = continuous; COORD = coordinative; CSMD = causative middle; CTD = contained; DAT = dative applicative; DC = diminished control; DEF = definite; DIST = distal; DSTR = distributive; ECS = external causative; FEM = feminine; FOC = focus; HAB = habitual; HYP = hypothetical/remote; ICS = internal causative; IMPF = imperfective; INCH = inchoative; INDEF = indefinite; INT = interrogative; IRR = irrealis; MAP = middle applicative; MD = middle; NEG = negative; NM = nominalizer; OBJ = object; PASS = passive; PFV= perfective; PL = plural; PO = possessive; PR = preposition; PROG = progressive; PROX = proximal; PRTV = partitive; PTCL = particle; REFL = reflexive; SBJ = subjunctive; SCONJ = sentential conjunction; SG = singular; SS = secondary suffix; STAT = stative; SUB = subject.
Table 8: Patient-oriented radicals

With only one or two exceptions, patient-oriented radicals form their transitive counterparts with the internal causative -t (Section 2.1); many of them also take the diminished control suffix -dxw (2.3) and the causative of activity -alikw (2.4). The same is true of a number of unaccusative radicals whose sole actant is non-agentive, but not entirely or necessarily patient-like. These include radicals corresponding to what are labile verbs in English (e.g., חלק 'burn', חלק 'pour out, spill out', חלק 'freeze, be frozen'), verbs of location (חלק 'be beyond', חלק 'be near', חלק 'be inside'), and some states (חלק 'be glad', חלק 'be okay', חלק 'be awake', חלק 'be worried, be preoccupied'), and processes (חלק 'go out (fire'), חלק 'emerge').

A slightly smaller group of radicals falls into the category of agent-oriented verbs whose subjects express semantic AGENTS or agent-like actants:

Table 9: Agent-oriented radicals

The majority of these are verbs of motion (e.g., חלק 'come', חלק 'climb', חלק 'swing in a swing') or activity (חלק 'clear land', חלק 'carve canoe', חלק 'go raiding'). Verbs of the latter type tend to express culturally-important activities and cannot take an object without further derivation. Like
the patient-oriented radicals, agent-oriented radicals take a wide range of valency-increasing affixes to form transitive and bivalent intransitive verbs, although as a set they are less consistent in their derivational possibilities. A number of these form transitive stems with the internal causative (e.g., √?ilid ‘sing’ > ?ilid ‘sing something’, √djal ‘turn around’ > djalqad ‘turn something around’); however, more of them form transitive verbs with the external causative -txw (Section 2.2). This is especially true of the verbs of translational motion (e.g., √?iil ‘sing’ > ?ilid ‘sing something’, √t’uk’w ‘go home’ > t’uk’wxw ‘take something home’), though a number of radicals from other semantic classes also appear with this suffix (√kiis ‘stand up’ > kiistsxw ‘stand something up’, √laš ‘recall, remember’ > laštxw ‘remind someone’). On the whole, this class of verbs — to the extent that it is a coherent class — is less consistent in terms of its derivational possibilities than the patient-oriented radicals.

It should also be noted that the division into patient-oriented and agent-oriented (or unaccusative and unergative) radicals is by no means exhaustive, nor does it allow for hard-and-fast predictions about which derivational affixes a particular radical will combine with. There are, for instance, verbs of state (e.g., √hiiit ‘be happy’, √ξoc ‘be afraid’, √t’aba? ‘have fallen in water’) that do not pattern with the patient-oriented radicals in taking the internal causative. Indeed, stative verbs expressing property concepts such as √lul ‘be old’ and √qwuq ‘be strong’ do not have transitive forms at all, while other property concept terms (e.g., ha? ‘be good’, hik ‘be big’) combine quite happily with the internal causative. Thus, while there are generalizations to be made about a large number of unpredictable radicals with idiosyncratic derivational patterns.

There are some bivalent verbal radicals, although these are few in number: the 12 found in the textual corpus used here are given in Table 10:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9?ilad ‘care for’</th>
<th>√qada ‘steal’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9?ulaš ‘gather’, forge for</td>
<td>√qw ‘u? ‘be together with’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9?eëba? ‘be loaded down with’</td>
<td>√pus ‘be hit by’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9kwukw ‘cook’</td>
<td>√sh ‘make’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9xag ‘leave’</td>
<td>√ lax ‘buy’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9al ‘put’ on’</td>
<td>√xwiq ‘hunt for’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Bivalent radicals

The stems in Table 10 are all intransitive except for √xag ‘leave something’, which is a true transitive verb, taking a direct object undergoing passivization:

(2) a. ?uagx ‘leave’ čéf ti kikowič

?u-šag-čéf čéf ti kikowič

PFV–leave.behind 1PL.SUB DEF ATTN–hunchback

‘we left Little Hunchback behind’

[LA Basket Ogress, line 121]
The remainder of the radicals in Table 10 subcategorize for oblique objects introduced by the preposition ?a:

(3) a. qada čxw?u t~ sduuk w
   qada čxw ?u ?o tó sduuk w
   steal 2SG.SUB INT PR INDEF knife
   ‘did you steal the knife?’

   (Bates, Hess & Hilbert 1994: 172)

b. lösčba? ?o tó hud
   lös–čba? ?o tó hud
   CONT–back.pack PR INDEF wood
   ‘she’s shoulder-packing the wood’

   (Bates, Hess & Hilbert 1994: 61)

With the exception of ɔʔaladz ‘care for something’ and √kʷukʷcut ‘cook something’ (the latter a borrowing based on English *cook*), these bivalent radicals are more or less productive bases for derivation, although as a set they do not show any predictable combinatory patterns, other than that none appears with the causative of activity (Section 2.4), which normally serves to derive a bivalent intransitive stem from a patient-oriented radical. The only valency-increasing affixes that appear with two of these radicals, √qada ‘steal something’ and √xʷiʔxʷiʔ ‘hunt for something, forage for something’, are secondary suffixes (Section 4); on the other hand, √ʔulax ‘gather something, forage for something’, √čəbaʔ ‘be loaded down with something’, √ʔaʔ ‘put something on’, √qʷʔuʔ ‘be together with something’, and √pus ‘be hit by something (missile)’ each take the internal causative (2.1) and at least one other valency-increaser. The nominal-complement taking radicals, √šəʔ ‘make something’ and √tæw ‘buy something’, both combine with the external causative -txw (2.2), and √šəʔ ‘make something’ takes the diminished control causative -dxw (2.3) as well.

### 2 Causative affixes

As mentioned above, causative affixes are those valency-increasing affixes that add an agentive semantic subject to their bases. Lushootseed has five such affixes, three transitive causatives (–t ‘internal causative, –txw ‘external causative’, –dxw ‘lack of control causative’) which add a direct object to the valency of their base, and two intransitive causatives (–b ‘causative middle’ and
-\textit{alikw} ‘causative of activity’) which add an oblique. Each of these affixes will be discussed in turn in the sections below.

2.1 Internal causative -\textit{t}

By far the most prevalent of the valency-increasing verbal affixes is -\textit{t} ‘internal causative [ICS]’. This suffix is not only the most frequent in terms of the number of stems of which it forms a part, but it is also the most complex in terms of its allomorphy and morphophonemics, and the most varied in terms of its syntactic effects on the stem to which it attaches. Its primary and most prevalent use is as a transitive causative suffix which changes a patient-oriented monovalent stem expressing a state into a transitive stem by adding a semantic AGENT, realized as a syntactic subject:

\begin{enumerate}
\item a. ?ut\textsuperscript{uc}’ ěd
\textsuperscript{PFV}shot 1SG.SUB
\textquote{I got shot’}

\item b. ?ut\textsuperscript{uc}ucid \textsuperscript{u}
\textsuperscript{PFV}shot-ICS-2SG.OBJ  INT
\textquote{did s/he shoot (at) you?’}

\item c. ?ut\textsuperscript{uc}’ut\textsuperscript{ob} ěd
\textsuperscript{PFV}shot-ICS-PASS 1SG.SUB
\textquote{I was shot (at)’}
\end{enumerate}

Bates, Hess & Hilbert 1994)

(Hess 1995: 43, ex. 11a)

(Bates, Hess & Hilbert 1994)

A monovalent patient-oriented radical such as \textit{t}\textsuperscript{uc}’ ‘be shot; be the target of a missile’ takes the internal causative suffix to form a transitive verb, \textit{t}\textsuperscript{uc’ud} ‘shoot someone; shoot at someone’ (or, more literally, ‘cause to be shot; cause to be the target of a missile’). While the vast majority of stems formed with -\textit{t} have translation equivalents in most languages which are ordinary transitive verbs, the syntactic effects of this suffix are clearly causative, as are its semantic effects — keeping in mind the basically stative nature of Lushootseed radicals: the radical itself expresses a state while the derived transitive stems expresses an action preformed by an AGENT resulting in a PATIENT coming into that state.\(^5\)

This added AGENT, like the CAUSER in typologically more ordinary causatives, is

\(^5\) For further discussion, see Beck (1996). The distinction between the internal causative -\textit{t} and the external causative -\textit{txw} will be taken up again in the next section (2.2).
realized as the syntactic subject while the subject of the radical becomes the direct object of the transitive stem, encoded by an object marker, as in (4b). As in (4c), the object of an internal causative stem is an ordinary direct object, amenable to syntactic operations such as passivization. When the derived stem takes an overt NP argument, this argument is obligatorily interpreted as direct object:

(5)  ?uk’w~i~d ti q‟u?
    ?u-k’w~i-d–d ti q‟u?
    PFV–poured–ICS DEF water
    ‘s/he poured the water’

(Hess 1995: 18, ex. 1a)

This is an interpretative property of all transitive verbs, often referred to as the One-Nominal Interpretation Law (Gerdts 1988) in other Salishan languages.

The internal causative -t has four allomorphs — [-t], [-d], [-~d], and [-s]. Of these, [-t], [-d], [-~d] are phonologically conditioned: [-t] is the elsewhere form, while [-d] is restricted to word-final position (that is, last position suffix-string not including bound enclitics) following vowels and approximants (6):  

(6)  q”u?qwad ‘drink something’ < √q”u?q+a ‘have a drink’
    lid ‘give food to’ < √il ‘make a gift of food’
    q”ωld ‘cook something’ < √q”ωl ‘be cooked, be ripe’
    šuk’”ild ‘grey someone’ < šuk’”il ‘turn grey’?
    ?a?ild ‘put away’ < ?a/il ‘get caught’
    x’it’ild ‘lower something’ < x’it’il ‘climb down’
    had?iw’d ‘bring inside’ < √had?iw’ ‘be inside a house’

[-~d] is also restricted to word-final position but follows obstruents, as in (7):  

(7)  ?a?ad ‘put somewhere’ < √a ‘be there’
    čəba?ad ‘backpack something’ < √čəba? ‘loaded with something’
    λ’iq’alusad ‘stick eyes shut’ < λ’iq’ ‘be sticky’ + -alus ‘eye’
    pədičəd ‘dirty something’ < √pəd ‘be dirty’ + -ič ‘covering’
    qiq’əd ‘confine someone’ < √qiq’ ‘be confined’
    šəqəd ‘move up high’ < √šq ‘be high’

6 Note that there are very few vowel-final radicals in Lushootseed and of these few three are exceptional. Two of them, √lu ‘be heard’ and √gwi ‘make an invitation’, undergo vowel-lengthening when the internal causative is added to give the forms luud ‘hear something’ and gwijd ‘call someone’. The remaining radical, √?a ‘be there’ has the transitive form ?a?ad ‘put something in a place’, formed by inserting a glottal stop into the coda of the radical and applying the [-ad] allomorph of the internal causative.
7 However, šuk’wilad ‘grey someone’ is also attested.
8 An exception to this generalization is k’wa?d ‘let go of’, which is only infrequently attested as k’wa?ad; note also the verb cut ‘speak to someone’ from the radical √cut ‘speak’, which does not have the expected form *cutəd.
The [-ød] allomorph is replaced by [-t] (rather than [-ød]) in non-final position:

(8) a. ?abcut
   ?ab-t-sut
   extend-ICS-REFL
   ‘it extends itself’
   (Hess 2006: 50, line 216)

b. xëctab
   xœ-t-œb
   removed-ICS-PASS
   ‘it was removed’
   (Hess 2006: 79, line 896)

c. λ’iq’λ’iq’alusøb
   λ’iq’–λ’iq’–alus–t–œb
   DSTR–sticky–eye–ICS–PASS
   ‘their eyes were stuck shut’
   [DM Basket Ogress, line 13]

As seen in (8c), the allomorphy of the -t form of the internal causative is the same both when it is affixed directly to a radical and when it follows another type of affix such as a lexical suffix. 9

9 The schwa associated with the [-ød] allomorph of the internal causative differs from the epenthetic vowels associated with the internal causative forms of certain radicals discussed in Section 1, which are maintained in the presence of subsequent affixes, as in (i):

(i) a. ?uk*ədad ti sq*əbay?
   ?u–k*əda–d ti sq*əbay?
   PFV–held–ICS DEF dog
   ‘s/he grabbed the dog’

b. ?uk*ədatøb ?o tsi ɛ’aç’as ti sq*əbay?
   ?u–k*əda–t–œb ?o tsi ɛ’aç’as ti sq*əbay?
   PFV–held–ICS–PASS PR DEF:FEM child DEF dog
   ‘the dog was grabbed by the girl’
   (Hess 1995: 22, ex. 5b – c)

The stem in (i-a), k*ədad ‘take something’ is formed from the radical √k*əd ‘be taken’, a CoC radical that takes an epenthetic /a/ vowel in its internal causative form; this epenthetic /a/ persists even in the passive, k*ədatøb ‘be taken’ (i-b).
The third allomorph of the internal causative, the suppletive form [-š], is restricted to a handful of stems which either require [-š] or have two attested forms, one with [-š] and the other with [-t]. Those stems that are only attested with [-š] are given in Table 11:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Form without [-š]</th>
<th>Form with [-š]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>?išš</td>
<td>'paddle [canoe]'</td>
<td>(√?išš 'paddle canoe')</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lalš</td>
<td>'get [canoe] out of fire'</td>
<td>(‘√lal ‘be out of fire’; cf. laldxw ‘manage to get [canoe] out of fire’)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ'alš</td>
<td>'wear [canoe]'</td>
<td>(√λ'al ‘put [canoe] on’)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sux*taš</td>
<td>'recognize [canoe]'</td>
<td>(‘√sux<em>t ‘know identity’; cf. sux</em>til ‘recognize’)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tag*š</td>
<td>'buy [canoe]'</td>
<td>(√tag* ‘be bought’)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tøbaš</td>
<td>'crave [canoe]'</td>
<td>(∗√tøb ‘have a craving’)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11: Stems requiring the -š allomorph of the internal causative

Four of the six stems in this set depart from the basic internal-causative pattern illustrated in (4), whereby an intransitive radical is causativized by adding a semantic agent expressed as a syntactic subject. The verb ?išš 'paddle something [canoe]' follows the applicative pattern shown by the set of stems given in Table 11, while the verbs λ’alš 'wear something', sux*taš 'recognize someone', and tøbaš 'crave something' are merely transitivized forms of bivalent intransitive radicals. Two of the stems in Table 11 — lalš 'remove something from fire' and tøbaš 'crave something' — have no independently attested radicals and so would have to be treated synchronically as inherently transitive stems.

Another slightly larger set of stems has both [-š] and [-t] forms, choice between the two depending to some extent on dialect (the [-š] form is more frequent in the Skagit dialect than in Snohomish) and on the individual speaker. These stems are given in Table 12:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Form without [-š]</th>
<th>Form with [-š]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>?abs</td>
<td>'extend [canoe], give [canoe]'</td>
<td>?absd 'extend [canoe], give [canoe]'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?abs</td>
<td>'give [canoe]'</td>
<td>?absd ‘give [canoe]’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bøčaš</td>
<td>'set [canoe] down'</td>
<td>bøcad ‘set [canoe] down’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c’ag*š</td>
<td>'wash [canoe]'</td>
<td>c’ag*ad ‘wash [canoe]’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dag*š</td>
<td>'put [canoe] inside'</td>
<td>dag*ad ‘put [canoe] inside’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ’ag*š</td>
<td>'stitch [mat]'</td>
<td>λ’ag*ød ‘stitch [mat]’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taq’aš</td>
<td>'put [canoe] down'</td>
<td>taq’ād ‘put [canoe] down’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p’taš</td>
<td>'store [canoe], tidy [canoe]'</td>
<td>p’tad ‘store [canoe], tidy [canoe]’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q*ataš</td>
<td>'lay [canoe] out'</td>
<td>q*atad ‘lay [canoe] out’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t’ag*taš</td>
<td>'put [canoe] on top'</td>
<td>t’ag*td ‘put [canoe] on top’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šalš</td>
<td>'write [canoe]'</td>
<td>šalad ‘write [canoe]’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12: Internal causative stems with -š and -t forms

Like [-t], the [-š] allomorph requires an epenthetic schwa following certain obstruents — specifically, voiceless stops in word-final position (e.g., t’ag*taš ‘put
something on top' from $t'ag^{*}t$ 'be on top');\textsuperscript{10} this contrasts somewhat with the morphophonemic behaviour of [-t], which requires epenthesis after all obstruents in word final position, as in (7) above (cf. $c'ag^{*}s$ 'wash something' vs. $c'ag^{*}ad$ 'wash something', both based on $\sqrt{c'akw}$ 'be washed'). The passives of these verbs are all based on the [-t] form of the stem.

In addition to its morphophonemic interactions with stems and radicals, the internal causative shows a certain amount of variability in terms of its syntactic effects on the valency and government pattern of its base. In the overwhelming majority of cases, the internal causative follows the pattern illustrated in (4) — that of a causative morpheme that adds a semantic AGENT/syntactic subject, augmenting the valency of the verb by one. The forms given in Table 13 are a representative sample of internal causative stems based on radicals attested as free forms:

\begin{verbatim}
?d?ad 'put  there'      (\sqrt{a} 'be there')
?i?i\cc{w}id 'throw  away' (\sqrt{i?i\cc{w} 'be thrown; have thrown to')
ba\cc{p}ad 'pester '      (\sqrt{ba\cc{p} 'be busy')
ba\cc{c}ad 'set  down'    (\sqrt{ba\cc{c} 'be lying, be fallen from standing')
ba\cc{l}x\cc{w}ad 'pass  '    (\sqrt{ba\cc{l}x\cc{w} 'be beyond')
caq'ad 'spear '         (\sqrt{caq' 'be speared')
cilid 'dish  out'        (\sqrt{cil 'be dished up')
c'ag\cc{w}ad 'wash  '      (\sqrt{c'akw 'be washed')
\cc{c}alad 'chase  '      (\sqrt{\cc{c}al 'be overtaken')
\cc{c}ax\cc{w}ad 'hit  with a stick' (\sqrt{\cc{c}ax\cc{w} 'be hit with a stick')
da?ad 'name '           (\sqrt{da? 'be named')
dag\cc{w}ad 'put  inside'  (\sqrt{dag\cc{w} 'be inside')
d\cc{a}k\cc{w}ad 'rock  '    (\sqrt{d\cc{a}k\cc{w} 'be shaky, be shaking')
d\cc{a}\cc{\ell}ad 'confuse '   (\sqrt{d\cc{a}\cc{\ell} 'be confused')
d\cc{a}lq\cc{ad} 'turn  around' (\sqrt{d\cc{a}l 'turn around, turn over')
d\cc{i}\cc{x}ad 'break  down' (\sqrt{d\cc{i}\cc{x} 'be broken down, be fallen apart')
g\cc{\ell}\cc{x}ad 'untie '     (\sqrt{g\cc{\ell}\cc{x} 'be untied')
huyud 'make '           (\sqrt{huy 'be completed, be finished')
k\cc{\ell}ad 'take  '         (\sqrt{k\cc{\ell} 'be held, be taken')
l\cc{\ell}d 'move away '     (\sqrt{li\cc{\ell} 'be far away')
taq'ad 'put  down'        (\sqrt{taq' 'be fallen, be lying down')
ti\cc{c}id 'slice '         (\sqrt{ti\cc{c}' 'get cut with knife')
ti\cc{d}id 'tie '           (\sqrt{ti\cc{d} 'be tied')
\cc{\ell}i\cc{\ell}id 'take  out from within' (\sqrt{\cc{\ell}i\cc{\ell} 'emerge')
p\cc{\ell}di\cc{\ell}ad 'dirty  '   (\sqrt{p\cc{\ell}d 'be dirty' + -i\cc{\ell}'covering')
p\cc{u}'susd 'throw at '     (\sqrt{p\cc{u}'sus 'be hit by (missile')
qi\cc{q}'\cc{w}ad 'confine '      (\sqrt{qi\cc{q}' 'be confined')
q\cc{\ell}atad 'lay  out'      (\sqrt{q\cc{\ell}at 'be lying; snow falls')
\end{verbatim}

\textsuperscript{10} This is also seen in $sux^{*}t\cc{\ell}s$ 'recognize someone' in Table 11.
Table 13: Internal causative stems formed from free radicals

In addition to transparent forms such as these, there are a number of more or less idiomatic expressions that seem to follow the internal causative pattern such as dzak'wud ‘lead astray, mislead’ (from dzak’w ‘travel, wander’), duk’wud ‘change something; bewitch someone’ (duk’w ‘be abnormal (e.g., supernatural)’), and q’pud ‘gather up’ (q’ap ‘form a lump; cramp up (muscle)'). There is also a very large set of internal causative stems based on bound radicals, a number of which are given in Table 14:
Table 14: Internal causative stems formed from bound radicals

Although not attested as independent, patient-oriented forms, each of these radicals is attested as part of other stems and interacts with other valency-increasing morphemes in a manner consistent with a monovalent patient-oriented radical.

In addition to synchronically analyzable stems containing the internal causative, there are also many transitive verbs that appear to contain \(-t\) which are not based on clearly-attested radicals found in other verb forms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>(\text{\textit{internal causative}})</th>
<th>(\text{\textit{patient-oriented}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\text{biq}'\text{id})</td>
<td>press (\mathbb{X})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{press}})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{be pressed down}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{bis}'\text{ad})</td>
<td>select (\mathbb{X})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{select}})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{be selected}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{č'}\text{đ}q)'\text{ad}\</td>
<td>rub (\mathbb{X}) together</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{rub}})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{be rubbed together}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{d}lil)</td>
<td>despise (\mathbb{X})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{despise}})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{be despised}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{g}'\text{aq}'\text{ad})</td>
<td>open something</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{open}})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{be opened}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{hil})</td>
<td>command (\mathbb{X})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{command}})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{obey}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{k}w\text{ič}'\text{id})</td>
<td>butcher (\mathbb{X})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{butcher}})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{be butchered}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{λ}'\text{aq}'\text{ad})</td>
<td>lie in wait for (\mathbb{X})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{lie}})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{be ambushed}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{pač}'\text{ad})</td>
<td>lay (\mathbb{X}) out</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{lay}})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{be laid out}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{q}w\text{ačad})</td>
<td>drive (\mathbb{X}) (animal); drive (\mathbb{X}) off</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{drive}})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{be driven}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{q}'\text{xad})</td>
<td>insult (\mathbb{X})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{insult}})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{be insulted}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{sax}'\text{ad})</td>
<td>scrape (\mathbb{X})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{scrape}})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{be scraped}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{sot}'\text{ad})</td>
<td>lift (\mathbb{X})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{lift}})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{be raised}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{təb}'\text{as})</td>
<td>crave (\mathbb{X})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{crave}})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{have a craving}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{x}w\text{alus}'\text{ad})</td>
<td>wave (\mathbb{X})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{wave}})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{be waved}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{š}'\text{wul}'\text{ud})</td>
<td>chew (\mathbb{X}) up</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{chew}})</td>
<td>(\text{\textit{be chewed up}})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15: Inherently transitive stems containing \(-t\)

Aside from analogy with the forms in Table 13 and Table 14, the diachronic presence of the internal causative can also be inferred from the allomorphy shown by the stem-final \(/d/\):
(9) a. Łuk’wič’id čəl ti?it kʷag’ičəd čxʷa Ʉut’ukʷtxʷ
   Ʉu-k’wič’i-d čəl ti?it kʷag’ičəd čxʷa
   IRR–butcher–ICS 1PL.SUB DIST elk 2SG.COORD

   Ʉu-t’ukʷ–txʷ
   IRR–go.home–ECS
   ‘we will butcher that elk and you will take it home’
   (Hess 1998: 80, line 67)

b. gʷəl huy k’wič’itəbaxʷ tiʔə? cədəl stiltəb
   gʷəl huy k’wič’i–t–əb=əxʷ tiʔə? cədəl
   then SCONJ butcher–ICS–PASS=now PROX he

   s=t’l–t–əb=s
   NM=give.food–ICS–PASS=3PO
   ‘well then this food they were giving him was butchered’
   (Hess 1998: 86, line 225)

As shown by these examples, the final consonant in transitive stems like kʷič’id ‘butcher something’ shows the same ultimate-final voicing alternation pattern seen in internal causative forms as those in (8). Unlike bound radicals such as those in Table 14, however, putative radicals such as *✓k’wič’ ‘be butchered’ are not found as part of other verb forms independent of the internal causative and so are treated separately from these for the purposes of classification. Although the majority of stems containing -t conform to the internal causative pattern described above, there is a not-insignificant number of stems in which -t acts as some kind of valency-increaser other than a causative. In the largest set of such forms, the effect of -t on the radical is that of an applicative. The stems found to date that follow this pattern are given in Table 16:

?ilid ‘sing ☒’   (✓?il ‘sing’)
cut ‘speak to ☒’   (✓cut ‘speak’)
d’aqad ‘mourn ☒’   (“✓d’aq ‘mourn’; cf. d’aqabid ‘mourn for ☒’)
gʷiid ‘invite ☒, call to ☒’   (✓gʷi ‘make an invitation’)
gʷuhud ‘bark at ☒’   (“✓gʷuh ‘bark’; cf. gʷuhab ‘bark’)
kʷatəd ‘examine ☒’   (“✓kʷatə ‘peer’; cf. kʷəkʷatəh ‘be near-sighted’)
kʷilid ‘peek at ☒’   (✓kʷil ‘peek’)
ʔilid ‘give food to ☒’   (✓ʔil ‘make a gift of food’)
qʷəlsad ‘steam ☒’   (✓qʷals ‘cook with steam’)
šidəd ‘attack ☒ by stealth’   (✓šidə ‘launch sneak attack’)
wiliqʷid ‘ask of ☒’   (✓wiliqʷ ‘make an enquiry’)
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$\times \tilde{d} \tilde{d}$ 'growl at $\otimes$' (cf. $\times \tilde{d} \tilde{d}$ 'be growling')

$\times \tilde{a} q'w\tilde{a}d$ 'be concerned about $\otimes$' (cf. $\times \tilde{a} q'w$ 'be worried, be preoccupied')

### Table 16: Applicative uses of the internal causative

These verbs are based on monovalent intransitive radicals with agentive subjects, and the affixation of -t adds a direct object rather than a subject:

(10) a. $\tilde{q} \tilde{a} \tilde{c} \tilde{a} \tilde{x} \tilde{w} \tilde{t} \tilde{i}$ $\tilde{a}$ $\tilde{o}$ $\tilde{t} \tilde{i} \tilde{a}$ $\tilde{q} \tilde{a} \tilde{w}$ $\tilde{q} \tilde{s}$

$\tilde{q} \tilde{a} \tilde{c} \tilde{a} \tilde{x} \tilde{w} \tilde{t} \tilde{i}$ $\tilde{a}$ $\tilde{o}$ $\tilde{t} \tilde{i} \tilde{a}$ $\tilde{q} \tilde{a} \tilde{w}$ $\tilde{q} \tilde{s}$

sing=now PROX raven

'now Raven sings'

(Hess 1998: 57, line 38)

b. $\lambda'\tilde{u} \tilde{b} \tilde{x} \tilde{w} \tilde{t} \tilde{i}$ $\tilde{a}$ $\tilde{t} \tilde{s} \tilde{i} \tilde{i} \tilde{t}$ $\tilde{a} \tilde{n} \tilde{u} \tilde{m} \tilde{i} \tilde{c}$ $\tilde{a}$ $\tilde{q} \tilde{i} \tilde{s} \tilde{o} \tilde{l} \tilde{a}$ $\tilde{l} \tilde{i} \tilde{t} \tilde{u} \tilde{s}$

$\lambda'\tilde{u} \tilde{b} \tilde{x} \tilde{w} \tilde{t} \tilde{i}$ $\tilde{a}$ $\tilde{t} \tilde{s} \tilde{i} \tilde{i} \tilde{t}$ $\tilde{a} \tilde{n} \tilde{u} \tilde{m} \tilde{i} \tilde{c}$ $\tilde{a}$ $\tilde{q} \tilde{i} \tilde{s} \tilde{o} \tilde{l} \tilde{a}$ $\tilde{l} \tilde{i} \tilde{t} \tilde{u} \tilde{s}$

okay=now PFV-sing-ICS-PASS PR DIST:FEM name.of.Crow

$k'\tilde{i}$ sqolalitut-s

HYP spirit.power-3PO

'\tilde{x}n\tilde{a}n\tilde{i}m\tilde{i}c\tilde{a'}a\tilde{n} ought to sing to her spirit power,'

(Hess 1998: 61, line 25)

The semantic role of the object varies according to the meaning of the base: verbs of speaking (cut 'speak to someone') or speech-like actions (?ulud 'sing to someone') add a HEARER, while other verbs add roles such as MOTIVE ($\tilde{x}w\tilde{a}q'w\tilde{a}d$ 'be concerned about something'), BENEFACTIVE/MALEFACTIVE ($\tilde{i}l\tilde{d}$ 'give food to someone', $\tilde{s}i\tilde{d}\tilde{\tilde{a}d}$ 'attack someone by stealth'), or PERCEPT ($k'\tilde{w}i\tilde{l}d$ 'peer out at something'). In addition to the forms listed in Table 16, there are other verbs which seem to follow this pattern but are based on radicals that are not otherwise attested or easily analyzed in other forms.

The -t suffix also appears in a number of forms in which it acts simply as a transitivizer, converting a bivalent intransitive base into a monotransitive verb. Verbs that follow this pattern include $\tilde{a}l\tilde{a}d\tilde{i}t\tilde{i}\tilde{a}t$ 'babysit someone' (from $\tilde{a}l\tilde{a}d\tilde{i}t\tilde{i}$ 'babysit someone' [= $\sqrt{\tilde{a}l\tilde{a}d}$ 'care for someone' + -i$t'\tilde{t}$ 'child']), $\tilde{\rho}\tilde{b}a\tilde{a}$ $\tilde{a}$ $\tilde{d}$ 'backpack something' (from $\sqrt{\tilde{\rho}\tilde{b}a}$ 'be loaded down with something'), $\lambda'\tilde{a}l\tilde{s}$ 'wear something' (cf. $\lambda'\tilde{a}$ 'put something on'), $\tilde{t}a\tilde{b}\tilde{a}\tilde{d}$ 'do something' (cf. $\sqrt{\tilde{t}a}$ 'deal with'), $\tilde{i}$$\tilde{\tilde{\rho}}\tilde{i}$ $\tilde{t}$ $\tilde{t}$ $\tilde{t}$ 'paddle something [canoe]' (cf. $\sqrt{\tilde{t}i}$ 'paddle canoe'), and $\tilde{u}\tilde{l}\tilde{a}$ $\tilde{x}$ $\tilde{a}$ $\tilde{d}$ 'gather something' (cf. $\sqrt{\tilde{u}\tilde{l}\tilde{x}}$ 'forage for'). This set of forms may also include $\tilde{x}\tilde{a}$ $\tilde{a}$ $\tilde{d}$ 'favour someone' (cf. $\sqrt{\tilde{x}\tilde{a}}$ 'be desirous of') and $\tilde{t}o\tilde{b}$ $\tilde{a}$ $\tilde{s}$ 'crave something' (*$\sqrt{\tilde{t}o}$ 'have a craving'), although the bare radicals are not attested in the present corpus, making it hard to ascertain their inherent valency.

The internal causative suffix also appears to be part of certain more complex transitive stems whose synchronic analysis is uncertain. These include $\tilde{c}'\tilde{a}$ $\tilde{q}i\tilde{w}$ $\tilde{a}$ $\tilde{d}$ 'cut something up' and $\tilde{x}w'\tilde{a}$ $\tilde{b}$ $\tilde{i}$ $\tilde{c}$ $\tilde{a}$ $\tilde{d}$ 'get someone dirty'. A few
intransitive verbs appear to contain -t as well, based on the shape of their apparent radicals or on voicing alternations in word-final position. These include a small set of verbs for making noise (tukʷud 'thump', kʷxʷiqid 'make noise', and sšʷid 'make swishing sound'), the verbs kʷčabad 'double self over' and gʷxʷ'alad 'stop', and the bivalent intransitive verb ḥ'alad 'feed on'. Unlike the others in this group, this last form has an attested bound radical, °vʷaf 'be eating' found in other forms such as ḥ'afxʷ 'feed someone' and sš'alad 'food'; however, verb ḥ'alad itself is intransitive, and so it is not possible to analyze this form synchronically as containing the internal causative morpheme.

2.2 External causative -txʷ

The next most frequent valency-increasing affix in Lushootseed is -txʷ 'external causative [ECS]'. Like -t, this affix is a transitive suffix that is added (with a few exceptions) to monovalent radicals to form a transitive stem expressing an event in which an AGENT causes a PATIENT/THEME to come into the state expressed by the radical; however, the AGENT in -txʷ forms is construed as being less directly involved in or affected by the event than it is in stems formed with the internal causative. As with any causative, the new argument is realized as the subject and the erstwhile subject of the base is realized as a direct object:

(11) a. ḥ'uwuxʷ čəd
   ḥ'u-ʔuuxʷ čəd
   PFV-go 1SG.SUB
   'I went'

   (Hess 1995: 6, ex. 1)

b. ḥ'uwuxʷtubs ti č'ac'as
   ḥ'u-ʔuuxʷ-txʷ-bš ti č'ac'as
   PFV-go-ECS-1SG.OBJ DEF child
   'the boy took me'

   (based on Hess 1995: 42)

c. ḥ'uwuxʷtub čəd ʔə ti č'ac'as
   ḥ'u-ʔuuxʷ-txʷ-b čəd ʔə ti č'ac'as
   PFV-go-ECS-PASS 1SG.SUB PR DEF child
   'I was taken by the boy'

   (Hess 1995: 33)

As shown in (11a) and (b), when -txʷ is added to a monovalent radical, it forms a transitive verb in which the AGENT is the subject and the PATIENT or THEME is the direct object. The object of external causative verbs is a true direct object and undergoes the usual direct-object centred syntactic processes such as passivization (11c); note that in the passive, -txʷ becomes [-tu-], as it does in the
presence of the object-markers. The affix shows no other type of morphophonemic interactions with its base or with other affixes. When the derived stem takes an overt NP argument, this argument is interpreted as direct object:

(12) ?u?uxʷtxʷ ti č’ač’as
    ?u-?uxʷ-txʷ ti č’ač’as
PFV-poured-ECS DEF water
‘s/he took the boy’

(The Hess 1995: 22, ex. 3b)

The affixation of -txʷ does not trigger any alternations in its base, although it does interact with the passive suffix and the object- and reflexive-markers, all of which cause the final /xʷ/ to become /u/. When followed by the reciprocal marker, the external causative is realized simply as /u/.

The forms in (11) are based on a radical expressing motion, ?uχʷ ‘go’. Many such radicals combine with -txʷ to form verbs of taking and bringing:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radical</th>
<th>Affix</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>?aλ'txʷ</td>
<td>‘bring’</td>
<td>‘come’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?ibaštixʷ</td>
<td>‘take’</td>
<td>‘travel, walk’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?uχʷtxʷ</td>
<td>‘take’</td>
<td>‘go’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čubətxʷ</td>
<td>‘take’</td>
<td>‘go inland’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gʷaχʷtxʷ</td>
<td>‘take’</td>
<td>‘a stroll’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kʷatačtxʷ</td>
<td>‘carry’</td>
<td>‘climb’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kʷit'txʷ</td>
<td>‘take’</td>
<td>‘go down to shore’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taʔtxʷ</td>
<td>‘bring’</td>
<td>‘arrive at a specific place’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taliłtxʷ</td>
<td>‘bring’</td>
<td>‘go ashore’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tčiłtxʷ</td>
<td>‘arrive with’</td>
<td>‘arrive’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q'iltxʷ</td>
<td>‘take’</td>
<td>‘be aboard’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saqʷtxʷ</td>
<td>‘fly off with’</td>
<td>‘fly’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saqʷəbtxʷ</td>
<td>‘run off with’</td>
<td>‘jump, sprint’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šadəltxʷ</td>
<td>‘take’</td>
<td>‘go outside’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>təlawiltxʷ</td>
<td>‘run off’</td>
<td>‘run’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tuliltxʷ</td>
<td>‘take’</td>
<td>‘cross river’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t’uk’txʷ</td>
<td>‘take’</td>
<td>‘go home’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 17: Verbs of taking and bringing formed with -txʷ

In such forms, the radical expresses the type of motion undergone by the THEME while the suffix adds an AGENT responsible for causing that motion. Unlike the

---

11 This form also means ‘make travel’; with this reading, it belongs in Table 18 below.
12 This form is also attested in the speech of older speakers as čubəstixʷ, the -stxʷ version of the suffix being an archaic form still attested in some other languages of the family.
13 This is the gloss of the word as it is used in Skagit. In Snohomish, this verb also applies to climbing trees and ladders, while the Skagit use √jigʷəl for these latter two activities.
English translation equivalents of many of these stems, there is no inherent telicity or notion of transfer expressed by the verbs themselves, although these notions may be implied by context. As with all -txw forms, the stems in Table 17 are transitive; if a recipient is involved, it may be expressed as an oblique object introduced by the preposition dxw=aI ‘towards’, as in (13a):

go—ECS—PASS=now DIST salmon PR DIST black.bear
‘the salmon was taken to Black Bear’

(Hess 1995: 154, line 67)

b. lelcil ñad, capa?, dxw=aI dëg=î
le—lecil ñad capa?
PROG—arrive 1SG.SUB grandfather PR you
‘I am coming, Grandfather, to you’

(Hess 2006: 28, line 157)

As shown in (13b), the preposition is the same as that used to express the goal of motion in the non-causativized forms.

In addition to verbs of taking and bringing, -txw is used to form a wide variety of transitive verbs from intransitive stems:

?alalustx= ‘do to ☓’
(√?alalus ‘happen’)

?atx= ‘put ☓ there’
(√?a ‘be there’)

?ahtx= ‘feed ☓’
(√?å ‘be there’: cf. ?åd ‘feed on ☓’)

?ista?tx= ‘do the same to ☓’
(√?ista? ‘be the same’)

çäba?tx= ‘pack ☓ on one’s back’
(√çäba? ‘be loaded down with ☓’)

g*ahxtx= ‘take ☓ along’
(√g*ah ‘accompany, go along’)

g*edilxtx= ‘sit ☓ down’
(√g*edil ‘sit down’)

hali?tx= ‘cure ☓’
(√hali? ‘be alive’)

hiwiltx= ‘go ahead with ☓’
(√hiwil ‘proceed’)

huyg*axtx= ‘marry ☓’
(from √huy ‘be completed’ + -g*as ‘pair’)

kiistx= ‘stand ☓ up’
(√kiis ‘stand up’)

k*a?tx= ‘release ☓’
(√k*a? ‘released’: cf. k*a?d ‘let go of ☓’)

laxxtx= ‘remind ☓’
(√lax ‘recall, remember’)

lidxtx= ‘tie to ☓’
(√lid ‘be tied’)

λ’ax=tx= ‘bring up ☓, raise ☓’
(√λ’axw ‘grow’)

λ’iq’açbij=tx= ‘make ☓’s hands sticky
(from √λ’iq ‘be sticky’ + -açbi? ‘hand’)

saq’=tx= ‘fly off with ☓’
(√saq’ ‘fly’)

šëht’abidatx= ‘make rope of ☓’
(from √šëht ‘make ☓’ + √š’abid ‘rope’)

šdt=tx= ‘show to ☓’
(√šdt ‘look around, gaze’)

tadi=lx= ‘put ☓ to bed’
(√tadi ‘go to bed, lie in bed’)

tọttx= ‘make ☓ true, speak truth’
(√tọ ‘be true’)
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Table 18: Causative stems formed with -txw

As with verbs of taking and bringing, the stems here are formed on intransitive bases. In most instances, these bases are monovalent radicals and adding -txw forms a transitive stem following the pattern illustrated in (11) above; however, in one or two cases the causative is added to a bivalent intransitive base. The effect on the valency and government pattern of the verb in these cases depends on the stem. For example, one of these verbs, saq'wtx w ‘fly off with something; fly something [airplane]’, has two possible interpretations, one following the causative pattern of other motion verbs shown in Table 17, the other following a more general causative pattern. With other verbs such as caba?tx w ‘pack something on one’s back’ (from caba? ‘be loaded down with something’) and t’uc’iltx w ‘fire something’ (from t’uc’il ‘fire weapon’), the effect is to transitivize the verb:

(14) a. lásčaba? ?ə tə hud
   lás–čaba?
   CONT–be.packing
   ‘she’s loaded down with wood’
   (Bates, Hess & Hilbert 1994: 61)

   gʷəl ?abil’=əxʷ lú–čaba?–txʷəl?ə? tiʔə?
   then perhaps=now IRR–be.packing–ECS PL PROX
   d–sxʷiʔxʷiʔ
   1SG.PO–game
   ‘well then perhaps they can backpack my game’
   [MW Star Child, line 76]

Here, rather than adding an argument, the external causative promotes an oblique object to direct object. The semantic notion of causation is still inherent in the meaning of the -txw form itself (čaba?txw ‘backpack something’ ≈ ‘cause oneself to be loaded down with something’).

In a few other cases, -txw not only transitivizes a bivalent intransitive base but also “shuffles” the basic diathesis of the verb:

\[
\text{t'ičibtxw 'make wade'} \quad (\sqrt{t'ičib 'wade'})
\]
\[
\text{t'uc'iltxw 'fire ®' } \quad (t'uc'il 'fire weapon' from \sqrt{t'uc' 'be shot'})
\]
\[
\text{šaʔšaʔtxw 'forbid ®'} \quad (\sqrt{šaʔšaʔ 'powerful, taboo'})
\]
\[
\text{šilištxw 'make war on ®'} \quad (\sqrt{šiliš 'be at war'})
\]
(15a) hay, qədbaxʷ ?ə tiʔə? sdukʷ səʔtxʷ
hay qəd-b=txʷ ?ə tiʔə? sdukʷ səʔtxʷ
SCONJ fornicate-MD=now PR PROX low.life kingfisher
'so, she [Helldiver] has adulterous sex with that low-life Kingfisher'
(Hess 2006: 21, line 243)

b. gʷəl huy qəðabtxtʷ=axʷ tsiʔə? čəgʷas ?ə tiʔə? sbəqʷə?, tsiʔə?
then SCONJ fornicate-MD-ECS-now PROX:FEM wife PR

xʷuʔxʷəyʔ

PROX heron
PROX:FEM helldiver
'and so then he [Kingfisher] seduces the wife of Heron, Helldiver'
(Hess 2006: 12, line 45)

(15a) shows the middle form qədab 'have illicit sex with someone, commit adultery with someone' which takes as its subject the expression of the adulterer (that is, the married person who cheats on their spouse) and as an oblique object the expression of the person with whom they cheat. In the causative form, qədabtxʷ 'seduce into adultery', the adulterer’s sexual partner — the seducer — is the subject and the adulterer is a direct object. Thus, the verb is transitivized but the subject of the intransitive stem becomes the direct object of the transitive verb and the oblique object of the intransitive stem becomes the subject. Rather than being a regular or predictable syntactic operation, however, in this case the source of the change in government pattern is the nature of the event: the proximate cause of adulterous behaviour is (attraction to) the sexual partner, so it follows that in the causative form of this particular verb this event-participant would be expressed as the causer/subject, resulting in an idiosyncratic, lexicalized government pattern. Similar effects of the particular meanings of certain radicals are found with a few other -txʷ forms.

In addition to verbs such as qədabtxʷ ‘seduce into adultery’, whose semantic import seems clearly to be causative but whose syntactic effects are somewhat idiosyncratic, there is another group of stems that contain -txʷ but do not seem to be causative in either the semantic or syntactic sense of the word. One small group of high-frequency verbs that fit this description are verbs of speech in which -txʷ functions as an applicative rather than a causative (Hess & Bates 2004), adding a new argument realized as object rather than subject:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verbs</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>qʷəʔadtxʷ</td>
<td>'call (X) out'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tatabtxʷ</td>
<td>'talk to (X)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yəcəbtxʷ</td>
<td>'tell (X) to (Z)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yahubtxʷ</td>
<td>'recite legend for (X)'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 19: Applicative uses of -txʷ
With most of these verbs, the effect of -txw seems to be to increase the valency of the stem by adding a direct object with the semantic role of HEARER:

    huy yacab=axw ?a ti?it bi-bbsčəb ?i ti?it
    SCONJ report=now PR DIST ATTN-mink and DIST
    su?suq’wa?=s tayyika
    younger.cousin–3PO Tutyika
    ‘he told of Little Mink and his younger cousin, Tutyika’
    (Hess 1995: 141, line 42)

    report–ECS=now PROX man PR DEF name PR PROX:FEM
    ‘he told the man her name’
    [HM Star Child, line 116]

As shown in (16a), the verb yacab ‘report on something’ is a bivalent intransitive stem which takes as its subject the speaker and expresses the topic of speech as an oblique object. As shown by (16b), the -txw form of the verb is transitive and continues to express the topic of speech as an oblique object.

In addition to having lexicalized effects on the valency and government pattern of particular stems, -txw appears in a number of synchronically unanalyzable forms. Among these are stems which have no independent attestations or whose apparent radical does not appear as a transparent part of other stems; this would include forms such as g‘al’altxw ‘strrand someone, stop someone’, g‘ø’øl’øblø’txw ‘quiet someone’, and p‘a?xwæxywøbltxw ‘disfavour someone’. All of these verbs seem to contain the suffix -txw, but have to be analyzed synchronically as inherently transitive stems. Similarly, the verb qaliltxw ‘stop someone’ shares the radical ‘øqal ‘stopped, prevented’ with a number of forms, but is (apparently) based on an unattested inchoative stem ‘øqal’, and so can not be treated as an analyzable use of the external causative. There are also a number of stems containing -txw that are synchronically analyzable but which have lexicalized or idiomatic meanings. These include verbs such as tìik‘txw ‘kidnap someone’ (from ‘ìik‘ hooked, snagged’), dukwtxw ‘make angry, disgust’ (‘øduk‘ ‘be worthless’), and t’ilìbtxw ‘play a radio’(‘øtilib ‘sing’). Although the meanings in each of these cases are idiosyncratic, the effects of -txw on the valency and government pattern of the stem are predictable and follow the pattern in (11) above.

The final aspect of the external causative to be discussed here concerns its overlap with the internal causative, -t. As noted earlier, the basic semantic distinction between these two causatives is the relative involvement of the AGENT in the event, state, or process expressed by the radical (Beck 1996). With the internal causative, the AGENT is considered to be a more integrated participant in the event either by dint of direct physical contact with the PATIENT or
greater affectedness of the AGENT (or, occasionally, the PATIENT) by the event itself. Many external causative forms, like causatives in many other languages, imply that the change-of-state or process undergone by the PATIENT was caused by a separate (often unspecified) action or event initiated by the AGENT rather than being the result of direct action of the AGENT on the PATIENT itself. As a result, the bulk of radicals select either the internal or the external causative, depending on the nature of the state or process they express;\(^{14}\) however, there are a number of radicals that have both an internal and an external causative form. Some of these are given in Table 20:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal Form</th>
<th>External Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>?a?ad ‘put (\varnothing)’</td>
<td>?a?ad ‘put (\varnothing)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?up’ud ‘seat (\varnothing) on one’s lap’</td>
<td>?up’ud ‘seat (\varnothing) on one’s lap’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čalad ‘chase (\varnothing)’</td>
<td>čalad ‘chase (\varnothing)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čaba?ad ‘backpack (\varnothing)’</td>
<td>čaba?ad ‘backpack (\varnothing)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>da?ad ‘name (\varnothing)’</td>
<td>da?ad ‘name (\varnothing)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duk“ud ‘change (\varnothing), transform (\varnothing)’</td>
<td>duk“ud ‘change (\varnothing), transform (\varnothing)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k‘wilid ‘peek at (\varnothing)’</td>
<td>k‘wilid ‘peek at (\varnothing)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k‘a?d ‘let go of (\varnothing)’</td>
<td>k‘a?d ‘let go of (\varnothing)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hādiw’d ‘put (\varnothing) inside’</td>
<td>hādiw’d ‘put (\varnothing) inside’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tīdid ‘tie (\varnothing) up’</td>
<td>tīdid ‘tie (\varnothing) up’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ’iq’id ‘stick (\varnothing) on’</td>
<td>λ’iq’id ‘stick (\varnothing) on’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ’ubad ‘agree to (\varnothing)’</td>
<td>λ’ubad ‘agree to (\varnothing)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qīq’ad ‘confine (\varnothing)’</td>
<td>qīq’ad ‘confine (\varnothing)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q’ilid ‘load (\varnothing) aboard’</td>
<td>q’ilid ‘load (\varnothing) aboard’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wiliq’id ‘ask (\varnothing) on another’s behalf’</td>
<td>wiliq’id ‘ask (\varnothing) on another’s behalf’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sulad ‘put (\varnothing) in centre of room’</td>
<td>sulad ‘put (\varnothing) in centre of room’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šā?ča?ad ‘deny permission (\varnothing)’</td>
<td>šā?ča?ad ‘deny permission (\varnothing)’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 20: Radicals with both -tx and -t forms

In some cases, the glosses of the verb stems make the difference in meaning between the two types of causative clear, as in the case of ?up’ud ‘seat someone on one’s own lap’ vs. ?up’txw ‘seat someone on another’s lap’, shown in (17):

(17) a. ?up’ud tsi dsuq’wa?
        ?up’u-d tsi d-suq’wa?
        seated.on.lap-ICS DEF:FEM 1SG.PO—younger.cousin
        ‘he seats my younger cousin on his lap’

\(^{14}\) Note that, because transitive stems are derived from intransitive radicals, there is no potential for the formation of causatives of transitive stems. Except for secondary suffixes (Section 4), Lushootseed disallows combinations of valency-increasing suffixes, thereby excluding the possibility of adding a causative suffix to a transitive stem (which would itself have to have been derived using a causative or applicative suffix).
b. ?up’txw tsi dsuq’wa?
?up’-txw tsi d-suq’wa?
seated.on.lap-ECS DEF:FEM 1SG.PO—younger.cousin
‘he seats my younger cousin on another person’s lap’
(Hess 1993: 120n)

Other cases, like ḥadiw’d ‘put inside’ vs. ḥadiw’txw ‘bring inside’ or sulad ‘put in centre of room’ vs. sulatxw ‘bring to centre of room’ are less clear and, judging by their glosses, the forms seem to be nearly synonymous — or at least to overlap greatly in their potential to be used to describe particular events. There are also a few forms (e.g., daʔad ‘name’ vs. daʔtxw ‘name spirit power’, čalad ‘chase’ vs. čaltxw ‘catch someone’) where the difference seems to be lexicalized, at least to the extent that the distinctions seen in the attested uses of these words, do not obviously conform to the more regular semantic nuances expressed by other contrasting uses of these two suffixes.

Another set of radicals also combines with both causatives, but the resulting stems show restrictions on potential aspectual inflections. With these radicals, the external causative forms are largely restricted to the stative aspect and are ungrammatical with the perfective, while the internal causative forms are ungrammatical in the stative aspect. Both the external and the internal causative forms of these radicals are given in Table 21:

Table 21: External causative forms requiring the stative aspect
In most cases, the basic meaning of the verb stems in the two columns in Table 21 are the same, the exceptions being the idiomatic expression ?asdaqt’xw ‘have sex with’ (from ‘v’daq’ ‘toppled, fallen’) and two forms based on nouns (?askəʔi’txw ‘have in cradleboard’ from √kəʔi? ‘cradleboard’ and ?asqʷułtxw ‘have hung on post’ from √cqʷuł ‘post’). In the remainder of cases the semantic distinction between the forms is purely aspectual, the combination of the stative aspect and the external causative giving the reading of ‘have X in the state of’ as opposed to the internal causative which has the usual meaning ‘cause X to be in the state of’. Of the two forms, the internal causative form seems to be the more widely distributed and, aside from the constraint against appearing in the perfective aspect, seems to be amenable to most other aspectual inflections, including the imperfective (18a) and the progressive (18b):

(18) a. bəcatəbaxʷ tiʔit k’wət’aq dəxʷʔəbəs ŋə tiʔit bibšəb ?i tiʔit suʔsuqʷas
bi–bšəb ?i tiʔit suʔ–suqʷa–s
ATTN–mink and DIST ATTN–younger.cousin–3PO
‘a cat-tail mat is laid down for Little Mink and his younger cousin to walk on’
(Hess 1995: 142, line 44)

b. gʷəl ləbəcatəb ?əl tiʔit qʷu?
gʷəl lə–bəcaʔ–t–əb ?əl tiʔit qʷu?
then PROG–be.lying–ICS–PASS PR DIST water
‘then it was being set down in the water’
(Hess 2006: 50, line 204)

It should be noted, however, that although all the forms in the left column of Table 21 are given in the Lushootseed Dictionary in their citation form with the stative prefix, and the majority of them are not attested in the present corpus in other aspects, two of them do appear in texts in aspects other than the stative. These are huytxʷ ‘have something prepared’, which appears in the imperfective aspect (19a), and xğıłičtxʷ ‘have something packed up’, which is used in the continuous aspect (19b):

(19) a. bəhuytxʷ
Ø–bə–huy–txʷ
IMPF–ADD–do–ECS
‘he prepared it some more’
(Hess 2006: 47, line 137)
Thus, it may be that these and other -tx\(^{w}\) forms that seem to be restricted to the stative aspect may in fact appear in other (non-perfective) aspects as well, and their overwhelming preference for the stative aspect may simply reflect pragmatic factors governing their usage rather than formal aspects of their semantics.

### 2.3 Diminished control -dxw

Another frequent valency-increasing suffix is -dxw ‘diminished control [DC]’. This causative transitive affix is added to intransitive stems and, like -t and -txw, adds an AGENT/subject to the expression. However, in -dxw forms the AGENT is in less than complete control of the situation. Consider the forms in (20), based on the radical /bɔc/ ‘be lying down, be fallen from standing’:

(20)  
\[ \begin{align*}
\text{a. } & \text{g}^*\text{a} \ \text{?}^\text{a} \text{s}^\text{a} \text{q}^\text{a} \text{?}^\text{a} \text{s} \text{?}^\text{a} \text{x}^\text{a} \text{q}^\text{a} \text{s}^\text{a} \text{c}^\text{a} \text{a} \text{?}^\text{a} \text{k}^\text{a} \text{i} \text{?}^\text{a} \text{d}^\text{a} \text{g}^\text{a} \text{i} \text{t} \text{?}^\text{a} \text{t}^\text{a} \text{i} \text{i} \text{t} \text{?}^\text{a} \text{q}^\text{a} \text{l}^\text{a} \text{g}^\text{a} \text{i} \text{t} \\
& \text{then } \text{STAT}^\text{a} \text{lie } \text{STAT}^\text{a} \text{DSTR}^\text{a} \text{wrapped}^\text{a} \text{leg} \text{ PR } \text{HYP} \\
\text{b. } & \text{?}^\text{a} \text{u}^\text{a} \text{b}^\text{a} \text{d}^\text{a} \text{b}^\text{a} \text{s} \text{?}^\text{a} \text{t} \text{a} \text{q}^\text{a} \text{s}^\text{a} \text{b} \text{a} \text{y}^\text{a} \text{?} \\
& \text{PFV}^\text{a} \text{middle}^\text{a} \text{canoe} \text{ PR } \text{DIST} \text{bad}^\text{a} \text{CNN}^\text{a} \text{canoe} \\
\text{c. } & \text{?}^\text{a} \text{u}^\text{a} \text{b}^\text{a} \text{d}^\text{a} \text{b}^\text{a} \text{s} \text{?}^\text{a} \text{t} \text{a} \text{q}^\text{a} \text{s}^\text{a} \text{b} \text{a} \text{y}^\text{a} \text{?} \\
& \text{PFV}^\text{a} \text{lying}^\text{a} \text{DC}^\text{a} \text{1SG}^\text{a} \text{OBJ} \text{ DEF } \text{dog} \\
\end{align*} \]

‘then he lay with his feet wrapped in the middle of the funeral canoe’  
[ML Mink and Tutyika I, line 80]

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{b. } & \text{?}^\text{a} \text{u}^\text{a} \text{b}^\text{a} \text{d}^\text{a} \text{b}^\text{a} \text{s} \text{?}^\text{a} \text{t} \text{a} \text{s}^\text{a} \text{q}^\text{a} \text{s}^\text{a} \text{b} \text{a} \text{y}^\text{a} \text{?}^\text{a} \text{t} \text{a} \text{i} \text{t} \text{a} \text{c} \text{a} \text{a} \text{?}^\text{a} \text{k}^\text{a} \text{i} \text{t} \text{a} \text{d}^\text{a} \text{g}^\text{a} \text{i} \text{t} \text{a} \text{t} \text{a} \text{i} \text{t} \text{a} \text{q}^\text{a} \text{l}^\text{a} \text{g}^\text{a} \text{i} \text{t} \text{a} \\
& \text{PFV}^\text{a} \text{lying}^\text{a} \text{DC}^\text{a} \text{1SG}^\text{a} \text{OBJ} \text{ DEF } \text{dog} \\
& \text{‘the dog accidentally knocked me over’} \\
& \text{(Hess 1995: 41, ex. 4b)} \\
\text{c. } & \text{?}^\text{a} \text{u}^\text{a} \text{b}^\text{a} \text{d}^\text{a} \text{b}^\text{a} \text{s} \text{?}^\text{a} \text{t} \text{a} \text{q}^\text{a} \text{s}^\text{a} \text{b} \text{a} \text{y}^\text{a} \text{?}^\text{a} \text{t} \text{a} \text{i} \text{t} \text{a} \text{c} \text{a} \text{a} \text{?}^\text{a} \text{k}^\text{a} \text{i} \text{t} \text{a} \text{d}^\text{a} \text{g}^\text{a} \text{i} \text{t} \text{a} \text{t} \text{a} \text{i} \text{t} \text{a} \text{q}^\text{a} \text{l}^\text{a} \text{g}^\text{a} \text{i} \text{t} \text{a} \\
& \text{PFV}^\text{a} \text{lying}^\text{a} \text{DC}^\text{a} \text{PASS} \text{ 1SG}^\text{a} \text{SUB} \text{ PR } \text{DEF } \text{dog} \\
& \text{‘I was accidentally knocked over by the dog’} \\
& \text{(Hess 1995: 41, ex. 4a)} \\
\end{align*} \]
In (20a), the bare radical is shown with its basic meaning, ‘be lying down’. The addition of the diminished control suffix creates a verb meaning ‘knock something over’ — that is, ‘accidentally cause something to be lying down’. Thus, the diminished control suffix adds an AGENT to the expression. This AGENT is expressed as a syntactic subject and the PATIENT (the THEME of the radical) is expressed as a direct object. When the PATIENT is first- or second-person, the verb takes overt object markers, as shown in (20b). The new object is treated syntactically like any direct object, and is subject to object-centred syntactic processes such as passivization (20c). In the passive and in the presence of the object-markers, \(-dx\) becomes \([-du-]\). When the derived stem takes an overt NP argument, this argument is interpreted as direct object:

\[(21) \ ?uk'wɔldx\ w ti q'u?\]
\[?u-k'wɔl-dx\ w ti q'u?\]
\[PFV-poured-DC DEF water\]
\[‘s/he spilled the water’\]

(Hess 1995: 18, ex. 1b)

Like the external causative \(-tx\), \(-dx\) shows some morphophonemic interaction with certain affixes that follow it, most notably the passive suffix and the object- and reciprocal-markers, all of which cause the final /x/ of the diminished control suffix to become /u/. When followed by the reciprocal marker, the diminished control suffix is realized simply as /d/. Unlike \(-tx\), however, \(-dx\) triggers schwa epenthesis when it follows a voiceless consonant and is word-final, as in the examples in (22):

\[(22) \ lacadx\ w ‘remember’ < √lac ‘remember’\]
\[t’uc’adxw ‘manage to shoot’ < √t’uc’ ‘be shot’\]

(Hess 1967: 12)

This schwa, however, is not recognized in Lushootseed orthography and is not included in any of the published texts, nor will it be included in the examples presented in the remainder of this paper.

Table 22 gives a number of examples of stems formed with the diminished control morpheme, along with the gloss provided for them in the source:

<p>| ?adgdxw ‘happen to meet ⓭’ | (○√?adic ‘met’, cf. ?adgbind ‘meet ⓭’) |
| ?adildxw ‘manage to put ⓭ there’ | (○√?adil ‘get there’ from √?a ‘be there’) |
| ?uq’wdxw ‘be left open to ⓭’ | (○√?uq’w ‘unplugged’, cf. ?uq’ud ‘unplug ⓭’) |
| bak’wdxw ‘manage to get all ⓭’ | (√bak’w ‘be all’) |
| c’ədxw ‘manage to defeat ⓭’ | (√c’əl ‘be defeated’, cf. c’əld ‘defeat ⓭’) |
| c’aldxw ‘catch up to ⓭’ | (√c’al ‘be overtaken’) |
| čax’dxw ‘manage to club ⓭’ | (√č’axw ‘be hit with a stick’) |
| dik’dxw ‘instruct ⓭’ | (√dík’w ‘be advised’, cf. dx’dig’id ‘advise ⓭’) |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>halidxw</td>
<td>‘save the life of ®’</td>
<td>(√hali? ‘be alive’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>huydxw</td>
<td>‘manage to do ®’</td>
<td>(√huy ‘be completed, be finished’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwadxw</td>
<td>‘manage to let go of ®’</td>
<td>(&quot;√kwa ‘be released’; √kwa?tx ‘release ®’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaxdxw</td>
<td>‘manage to help ®’</td>
<td>(&quot;√k’ax ‘be helped’; cf. k’ax?ad ‘help ®’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwedxw</td>
<td>‘manage to take ®’</td>
<td>(√k’ed ‘be held, be taken’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwotdxw</td>
<td>‘manage to help ®’</td>
<td>(√k’ot ‘pour out, spill out’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labdxw</td>
<td>‘see ®’</td>
<td>(√lab ‘appear’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laxdxw</td>
<td>‘remember ®’</td>
<td>(√lax ‘recall, remember’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lok’dxw</td>
<td>‘manage to eat ®’</td>
<td>(√lok ‘be eaten’; cf. lok?ad ‘eat ®’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ludxw</td>
<td>‘happen to hear ®’</td>
<td>(√lu ‘be heard’; cf. lu?aladi ‘hear ®’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lidxw</td>
<td>‘draw away from ®’</td>
<td>(√lil ‘be far away’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labildxw</td>
<td>‘manage to improve ®’</td>
<td>(√λ’ubil ‘improve’ from √λ’ub ‘good, well’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p’alildxw</td>
<td>‘revive ®’</td>
<td>(p’alil ‘regain consciousness’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qo‘ldxw</td>
<td>‘accidentally awaken ®’</td>
<td>(√qot ‘be awake’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šudxw</td>
<td>‘catch sight of ®’</td>
<td>(√šut ‘look around, gaze’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tqa’dxw</td>
<td>‘block ®’</td>
<td>(√tq ‘closed’; cf. tqad ‘close ®, block ® off’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xal’dxw</td>
<td>‘injure ®’</td>
<td>(√xal ‘be sick’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x’al’dxw</td>
<td>‘get the better of ®’</td>
<td>(√x’al ‘be unable, fail, lose’)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 22: Stems formed with -dxw

As can be seen in the glosses of many of these examples, the diminished control expressed by -dxw generally has one of two sources — either the action is performed accidentally (qo‘ldx ‘accidentally awake’, k’o’ldxw ‘spill’), or the action is performed with some difficulty (c’aldxw ‘manage to defeat’, c’axw’dxw ‘manage to club, manage to get a lick in’). Which of the two types of reading a verb will have depends loosely on the basic meaning of the radical. Thus, radicals expressing non-desirable states or conditions unlikely to be desired by an actor (\(\sqrt{k’aw} ‘be bumped’, √k’ot ‘pour out, spill out’\)) tend to have accidental readings, while radicals that express more desirable states or the endpoints of willful action on the part of an AGENT (\(\sqrt{k’ax} ‘be helped’, λ’ubildxw ‘manage to improve’\)) tend to have the achieved-with-difficulty reading. Similarly, radicals expressing undesirable states that might be resisted by a potential undergoer (\(\sqrt{c’al} ‘be defeated’, √lax ‘be stabbed, be cut’\)) generally take -dxw with a reading of difficulty in achievement. Many verbs of perception (labdxw ‘see’, ludxw ‘hear’) and mental states (laxdxw ‘remember’, p’alildxw ‘bring around’) also take (or are only used with) -dxw, reflecting the lack of direct conscious control we have over perceptual stimuli and mental processes. However, with most stems the source of the diminished control is ultimately context-dependent. Compare, for example, the glosses of the sentences in (23):

(23) a. ?uš’axwx’dxw
    ?u–č’axw–dxw
    PFV–clubbed–DC
    ‘he finally got a “lick” in [with his switch]’
Although the verb stems in the two sentences are the same, the glosses (based on the context of utterance) are entirely different with respect to the locus of the diminished control. In the first case, the AGENT is not in control due to the resistance of the PATIENT not wanting to be switched, in the second case the diminished control comes from the inadvertent nature of the act. This type of context-dependent localization of diminished control is extended even further in the sentence in (24):

(24) gʷəhawʷə? xʷul’ ?ułəgʷəldxʷ tsiʔə? čəgʷas
   gʷə=hawʷə? xʷul’ ?u-ʔəgʷəl−dxʷ tsiʔə? čəgʷas-s
   SBJ−PTCL only PFV−leave.behind−DC DIST:FEM wife−3PO
   ‘it would seem he only just left his wife behind’

This sentence comes from a story in which Heron leaves his wife behind in their house (with no great difficulty) to go fishing (deliberately) for a particular food that his wife, Little Diver, has requested. The diminished control in this instance arises from the fact the Heron has no choice but to leave his wife (who is feigning illness) behind — and that, when he does so, his wife’s lover comes to visit her, making Heron’s diminished control of the situation the central point of this section of the narrative. Thus, -dxʷ seems to be singularly unselective about the locus of diminished control, requiring only that the AGENT not be fully in command of some salient aspect of the event under consideration.

A small number of radicals, all motion verbs, form monovalent intransitive stems with -dxʷ:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>čəʔkʷdxʷ</td>
<td>čəʔkʷ</td>
<td>‘manage to get to sea’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hadʔiw’dxʷ</td>
<td>hadʔiw’</td>
<td>‘manage to get inside’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ūlil’dxʷ</td>
<td>ūlil</td>
<td>‘manage to get ashore’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tčil’dxʷ</td>
<td>tčil</td>
<td>‘manage to arrive’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šədʔal’dxʷ</td>
<td>šədʔal</td>
<td>‘manage to get outside’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šulagʷil’dxʷ</td>
<td>šulagʷil’</td>
<td>‘manage to get in small space’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>təʔəl’dxʷ</td>
<td>təʔəl</td>
<td>‘manage to arrive safely’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 23: Intransitive stems formed with -dxʷ

In each of these cases, the semantic contribution of -dxʷ is simply to add the notion of diminished control; it does not add an AGENT or a causer to the stem. This may be due in part to the fact that the radicals themselves are agent-
oriented rather than patient-oriented and do not express states that are typically thought of as being caused by an external AGENT; however, it should be remembered that the analogous forms with -\textit{txw} ‘external causative’ (e.g., \textit{taliltxw} ‘bring ashore’) are in fact transitive verbs of taking and bringing, raising the question of why forms such as \textit{talildxw} ‘manage to get ashore’ are not glossed as ‘manage to bring something ashore’. The answer to this question seems to reside in the fact that most of the AGENTS associated with -\textit{dxw} forms are more akin to the AGENTS associated with the internal causative, -\textit{t}, and are treated as internal to rather than external to the event being expressed by the stem.

Finally, there are a few stems formed with -\textit{dxw} from bivalent bases. When the base is bivalent and intransitive, as in \textit{λ’aldxw} ‘manage to get something on’ (from \textit{λ’al} ‘put something on’), the diminished control suffix acts as an applicative, promoting the oblique object of the base to direct object, as well as adding the notion of diminished control. In the case of the transitive radical \textit{vagw} ‘leave something’, the base for \textit{iagwaZdxw} ‘manage to leave something behind’, -\textit{dxw} has no effect on the valency of the base, merely serving to mark diminished control. Hess (1990) also notes two more stems formed with -\textit{dxw} where this suffix does not function as a causative. The first of these is \textit{pusil} ‘throw something’, in which the diminished control suffix functions merely as a syntactic transitivizer, promoting an oblique object of a bivalent intransitive stem to direct object without affecting the semantic valency of the stem, as shown in (25):

\begin{align*}
(25) & \text{a. } ?u\text{-}pus\text{-}il\ ?a\ ?\text{ti}\text{-}?\text{a}\ ?\ ?\text{c'}\text{'λ}a\ ? \\
& \text{PFV\,-\,thrown\,-\,INCH \ PR \ PROX \ rock} \\
& \text{‘s/he threw the rock’} \\
& \text{(Hess 1990: 174, ex. 5)} \\
& \text{b. } ?u\text{-}pus\text{-}ildxw\ ?a\ ?\text{ti}\text{-}?\text{a}\ ?\ ?\text{c'}\text{'λ}a\ ? \\
& \text{PFV\,-\,thrown\,-\,INCH\,-\,DC \ PR \ PROX \ rock} \\
& \text{‘s/he threw the rock’} \\
& \text{(Hess 1990: 174, ex. 6)}
\end{align*}

Here, the stem without -\textit{dxw} — based on the radical \textit{vpus} ‘be hit by something (missile)’ plus an idiosyncratic use of the inchoative -\textit{il} — is bivalent, taking the expression of the missile as an oblique object (25a). When -\textit{dxw} is added, the valency of the stem is unaltered but the derived verb is transitive, expressing the missile as a direct object (25b). A similar pattern is seen with the radical \textit{vq’il} ‘be aboard’, as shown in (26):
(26) a. ?uq'il dxʷʔal tiʔə? sdəxʷiʔ
   ?u-q'il dxʷʔal tiʔə? sdəxʷiʔ
   PFV-be.aboard PR PROX canoe
   ‘it is aboard the hunting canoe’
   (Hess 1990: 174, ex. 7)

   b. ?uq-il ḗdxʷ tiʔə? sdəxʷiʔ
   ?u-q-il ḗdxʷ tiʔə? sdəxʷiʔ
   PFV-be.aboard-DC PROX canoe
   ‘s/he loaded the hunting canoe’
   (Hess 1990: 174, ex. 8)

In this case, the oblique locative object subcategorized for by the bare radical becomes a direct object of the -dxʷ form. Note, however, that in addition to transitivizing the stem, in this form the affix also changes the semantic valency of the stem: rather than subcategorizing for a THEME (the object aboard the canoe) and a LOCATION (the canoe), as does the bare radical ?u-q'il, q'il ḗdxʷ subcategorizes for an AGENT and a LOCATION, making this use of -dxʷ quite distinct from its normal use as a diminished control causative.

   It should also be noted that the forms in (25b) and (26b) seem to lack the notion of diminished control found in other -dxʷ forms, at least based on the glosses. It seems possible that the uncertainty of hitting one’s target when throwing something might account for the use of the diminished control affix with pusildxʷ, although the full-control form pusud ‘throw at something’ exists as well. The use of the suffix in q’il ḗdxʷ seems even more mysterious. As Hess (1990) points out, it may be that the glosses are inadequate or in some way deceptive — or it may simply be that these are phraseologized uses of the diminished control suffix that have gone down their own particular path of diachronic development. Until further attestations of these stems are uncovered, these questions will have to be left unanswered.

2.4 Causative middle -b

The suffix -b ‘causative middle [CSMD]’ is an intransitive causative suffix added to a monovalent base to create a bivalent intransitive verb stem, increasing the valency of the radical by adding an agentive syntactic subject, while the erstwhile PATIENT of the radical is realized as an oblique object:

(27) a. diʔ ləsqʷəlas gʷəbədiʔæs
    diʔ ləqʷəl=as gʷə=bə=di=æs
    FOC PROG.STAT-cooked=3SBJ SBJ=ADD=FOC=3SBJ
    ‘it’s this that would be cooked if it were that sort of thing’
    (Bates, Hess & Hilbert 1994: 195)
b. huy qʷəlb=axʷ əlgʷə? ?ə tiʔə? buʔqʷ
   huy qʷəl=b=axʷ əlgʷə? ?ə tiʔə? buʔqʷ
   SCONJ cooked-CSMD=now PL PR PROX duck
   ‘well then they cook themselves these ducks’

(Hess 2006: 65, line 547)

In addition to acting as a causative and adding an AGENT to the diathesis of the verb, the causative middle adds an element of self-interest on the part of the AGENT and focuses the expression on the AGENT’s involvement in the action expressed by the verb rather than its effect on the PATIENT. Compare the causative middle form in (27b) with the transitive (internal causative) form in (28):

   ADD=arrive-ECS-DAT-PASS PR PROX PL-sibling PR PROX food
   λ’u=s=huy=s kʷi λ’u=s=qʷəl-d=s əlgʷə?
   HAB=NM=do-3PO HYP HAB=NM=cooked-ICS=3PO PL
   ‘the brothers brought food to her again when they finished cooking it’
   (Hess 2006: 45, line 72)

In this example, the focus is clearly on the fact that the food is cooked, and the AGENTS, the brothers, do the cooking on behalf of someone else rather than in their own specific interests.¹⁵

In other forms, the semantic contribution of the causative middle is less that of self-interest and more one of placing emphasis on the AGENT’s activity, backgrounding its effect on a specific PATIENT. This gives us verbal pairs based on the same radical such as č’aʔəb ‘dig for something (roots)’ vs. č’aʔəd ‘dig something up’, where the middle form describes a specific kind of digging and construes it as an activity while the internal causative describes an event and is more focused on the specific effects (the disinterment) of an action on a particular PATIENT. Several of these causative middle forms have lexicalized to the point of explicitly naming culturally salient activities (e.g., tiič’ib ‘cut something (cattails for mats)’, yiq’ib ‘make something (baskets)’). Both aspects of the middle’s semantics — the self-interest and the activity reading — are quite in line with the cross-linguistic behaviour of what are called middle-markers in a wide range of languages, and fit nicely with Kemmer’s (1993) hypothesis that the middle is in general a marker of reduced semantic transitivity.

¹⁵ Note that here I am separating the causative middle from the valency neutral middle -b, which, although obviously cognate, has distinctive morphophonemic and morphosyntactic properties, and is less closely associated with the notion of self-interest than the causative middle. See also Watanabe (2003) and Dilts (2006) for similar proposals in Sliammon and Okanagan, respectively.
Table 24 shows a number of forms where the middle marker is added to a monovalent radical to form a bivalent intransitive stem:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radical</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c’a?ab</td>
<td>'dig for (roots)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g*əc’ab</td>
<td>'seek for self'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k*ədab</td>
<td>'take for self'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tíc’ib</td>
<td>'cut (cattails) for mats'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñ*ag’əb</td>
<td>'make (mat)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qadab</td>
<td>'have illicit sex with (cattails)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q*’ilb</td>
<td>'put into own canoe'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yacab</td>
<td>'report on (cattails)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yiq’ib</td>
<td>'make (baskets)'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen in the forms in Table 24, the causative middle suffix has two allomorphs, [-b] and [-əb], and interacts morphophonemically with its stem in the same way that the internal causative suffix does (Section 2.1). For many radicals, the distribution of the two allomorphs is conditioned by the preceding segment: the [-b] allomorph appears following vowels and approximants (e.g., ɣyac ‘be reported’ > yacab ‘report’, ɣq*’al ‘be cooked, be ripe’ > q*’əlb ‘cook something’), and the [-əb] allomorph appears following obstruents (ɣc’a? ‘be dug up’ > c’a?əb ‘dig for something (roots)’). For another set of radicals, those requiring an epenthetic harmonic vowel with the internal causative, the causative middle also triggers final epenthesis (ɣtíc ‘get cut with knife’ > tíc’ib ‘cut cattails for mats’, tíc’id ‘cut something with a knife’; ɣyiq ‘be worked into tight place’ > yiq’ib ‘make something (basket)’). Similarly, those radicals that epenthesize a lexically-specified vowel with the internal causative add the same vowel before the causative middle (ɣk*əd ‘be held, be taken’ > k*ədab ‘take something for self’, k*ədad ‘take something’).

2.5 Causative of activity -alikw

The suffix -alikw ‘causative of activity [ACT]’ — or, as it has been traditionally glossed, ‘creative activity’ (Hess 1976; Bates, Hess & Hilbert 1994; Bates & Hess 2003) — is an intransitive causative suffix which, when added to a monovalent base, creates a bivalent intransitive verb by adding an AGENT expressed as syntactic subject. The resultant verbs express an event in which the AGENT is engaged in an activity affecting a PATIENT or involving a THEME. As an intransitive causative, however, the causative of activity creates a stem that expresses the PATIENT/THEME as an oblique, rather than direct, object, as in (29):

16 This form is also attested as q’ilab when the middle suffix is in word-final position.
(29) a. ?uč’aχw čød
    ?u–č’aχw  čød
    PFV–clubbed  1SG.SUB
    ‘I got hit [by a branch in the thicket]’
    (Bates, Hess & Hilbert 1994: 69)

    well=now 1PL.SUB  PFV–clubbed–ACT  PR  PROX  duck
    ‘we had better use [our paddles] as clubs against these ducks’
    (Hess 2006: 76, line 810)

Here, the radical č’aχw ‘be hit with a stick’ in its bare form assigns the semantic role of PATIENT to its single argument, which is expressed as the semantic subject (29a). When -alikw is added to the radical, the subject of the derived form is an AGENT and the PATIENT is expressed as an oblique object, as in (29b). As shown in (30), an overt, non-oblique NP is interpreted as the subject rather than the object of an -alikw form:

(30) c’ɔlalikw  tsi?iʃ  λ’αλ’ac’apød
    c’ɔl–alikw  tsi?iʃ  λ’αλ’ac’apød
    defeated–ACT  DIST:FEM  ant
    ‘Ant wins’
    (Hess 1995: 145, line 58)

This is an interpretive property of intransitive verbs or what have traditionally been referred to as “agent-oriented stems” (e.g., Hess 1995).

In addition to changing the valency of its base, -alikw adds the notion of a repeated or temporally extended action (Bates & Hess 2003), frequently creating verbs for culturally important or routine activities. A number of such forms are given in Table 25:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>?abalikw</td>
<td>‘give ® out as in potlatch’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?ilalikw</td>
<td>‘interpret ®’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bəčalikw</td>
<td>‘bet ®, wager with ®’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>caq’alikw</td>
<td>‘spear ®, impale ®’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cilalikw</td>
<td>‘dish ® (food)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cilyalikw</td>
<td>‘dish up ® (food) for ®’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c’ɔlalikw</td>
<td>‘defeat ®’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c’ic’alikw</td>
<td>‘fry ®’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c’salikw</td>
<td>‘peck at ®’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c’a?alikw</td>
<td>‘dig for ® (edible roots)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c’ax’alikw</td>
<td>‘hit ® with stick’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c’ɔd’alikw</td>
<td>‘stalk ® (prey)’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

("\text{\textlangle}?ab ‘be extended’; cf. ?abɔd ‘extend ®\textrangle")

(\text{\textlangle}\text{\textlangle}v’it ‘sing’\textrangle)

("\text{\textlangle}v’bəč ‘be lying, be fallen from standing’\textrangle)

("\text{\textlangle}v’caq ‘be speared, be impaled’\textrangle)

("\text{\textlangle}v’cil ‘be supported, be dished up’\textrangle)

("\text{\textlangle}v’cil ‘be supported, be dished up’\textrangle)

("\text{\textlangle}c’əl ‘be defeated’; cf. c’əld ‘defeat ®\textrangle")

("\text{\textlangle}v’c’ix ‘be fried’; cf. c’ixid ‘fry ®\textrangle")

("\text{\textlangle}v’c’as ‘be pecked’; cf. c’asəd ‘peck ®\textrangle")

("\text{\textlangle}v’c’a? ‘be dug up’; cf. c’a?əd ‘dig ® up’\textrangle")

("\text{\textlangle}v’c’a?x ‘be hit with a stick’\textrangle")

("\text{\textlangle}v’c’ədə ‘stalked’; cf. c’ədəd ‘sneak up on ®\textrangle")
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dzubalikw</td>
<td>'dance'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>galk'ahikw</td>
<td>'knit'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gawalikw</td>
<td>'habitually seek'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g'alalikw</td>
<td>'kill', 'slaughter'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gwia'ghikw</td>
<td>'ask for'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gwala'lahikw</td>
<td>'kill', 'slaughter'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gwi'ahikw</td>
<td>'make', 'create'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>huyalikw</td>
<td>'take over and over'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k'awalikw</td>
<td>'chew'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k'wialikw</td>
<td>'serve'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ia'alikw</td>
<td>'fight fire'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i'a'balikw</td>
<td>'salt'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p't'alikw</td>
<td>'save'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qitalikw</td>
<td>'hang (fish) up to dry'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subalikw</td>
<td>'dry (food)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tag'alikw</td>
<td>'buy'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsalikw</td>
<td>'hammer', 'pound'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t'qalikw</td>
<td>'make bread; plaster'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xJL'alikw</td>
<td>'bite into'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xWsalikw</td>
<td>'sow; potlatch'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xWadzalikw</td>
<td>'slaughter'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 25: Stems formed with -alikw

In the bulk of these forms the additional semantic component of 'activity' or 'creative activity' is obvious from the glosses, as in °√xawalikw 'be thrown, be distributed' vs. xWsalikw 'sow; potlatch' or √L'alikw 'fight fire' vs. t'qalikw 'make bread; plaster'. In addition to causativizing the radical by adding an AGENT/subject, -alikw converts an expression of a state resulting from a telic, possibly punctual, action into an expression of a non-telic activity which involve multiple instances of that action (as in the throwing of multiple seeds in sowing or the multiple acts of distribution of goods in a potlatch), or which involve extended activity or a suite of actions eventually leading to the resultant state (as in the various steps involved in fighting a fire, all of which lead up to the fire's extinction). The same type of distinction can be seen in more idiosyncratic pairs such as √xawalikw 'be lying' vs. bawalikw 'bet, place a wager with' or √galkw 'be wound, be tangled' vs. gawalikw 'knit', where a fairly generic stative expression has become lexicalized as an expression of a very specific activity involving (literally or metaphorically) placing some PATIENT OR THEME in that state. In a few cases, the lexicalized meaning is so specific with respect to a potential object that the form is, at least in its attested uses, essentially monovalent (e.g., t'qalikw 'make bread; plaster', dzubalikw 'dance'). Given that the nature of the

---

17 Also recorded in the Lushootseed Dictionary as su?balikw (Bates et al. 1994: 28).
THEME of such verbs is inherently specified by the meaning of the stem, the absence of an overtly expressed object with such forms is consistent with the focus of the causative of activity on the ACTOR’s role in the event.

There are a few cases where the glosses of the -alikw form and the radical (or the transitive or middle form of the same radical) appear to be largely synonymous, but the distinction is made apparent by commentary from speakers or investigators on the glosses — as for, instance, with gʷəlalalikʷ ‘kill, slaughter’ and əʷədəlalikʷ ‘slaughter’ to both of which Bates, Hess & Hilbert (1994) add the comment “for a pigʷəd (spirit power ceremony)”, or with kʷʷtəlalikʷ ‘serve liquid’ to the gloss of which Bates & Hess (2003) add “repeatedly (as to all the guests)”. Similarly, to the gloss of kʷədalikʷ ‘take over and over’ Bates & Hess (2003) add “(as in fishing)”, the parenthesis indicating a frequent context for usage rather than a part of the semantics of the verb (see, for instance, the use of kʷədalikʷ in Martha Lamont’s Changer story (Hess 1998: 75, line 261) where the context makes it clear that the verb there has nothing to do with catching fish). Presumably, for the handful of apparently synonymous verbal pairs for which such commentary is lacking, further investigation would reveal similar distinctions.

3 Allative applicative -cl-/s

In contrast to causative affixes, applicatives add a non-agentive object to the valency of their bases. Of the Lushootseed morphemes that fit this definition, -cl-/s ‘allative applicative [ALT]’ is the most straightforward, the others being secondary suffixes that require the presence of some other morpheme in order to form a transitive stem (Section 4). When attached to a verbal base, the allative applicative adds a new argument, most frequently a GOAL, which is realized as the direct object of the derived verb:

(31) a. huy ?əɬ’axʷ tiʔə? əɬxʷəlu?
   huy əɬ’=axʷ tiʔə? əɬxʷəlu?
   SCONJ come=now PROX whale
   ‘and then Whale comes’

   [ML Mink and Tutyika I, line 106]

b. gʷəɬ ɭuʔəɬ’cbut əɬgʷəʔ ɬə ɭuʔa
gʷəɬ ɭuʔ=əɬ’-c-but əɬgʷəʔ ɬə ɭuʔa
then IRR=come-ALT-1PL.OBJ PL 1PL.COORD IRR=be.there
‘then they will come for us and we will be there’

(Hess 2006: 72, line 712)
The applicative object is a direct object as it is marked by an object suffix (31b) and is subject to syntactic operations such as passivization (31c). When the verb takes an overt NP argument, this argument is interpreted as the direct object:

(32) ?u?ollect ti sq`?obay?
?u-?ollect-c ti sq`?obay?
PVF-come-ALTV DEF dog
's/he came for the dog'

(Hess 1995: 15, ex. 10c)

Thus, allative applicative stems are ordinary transitive verbs.

The allative applicative morpheme has two allomorphs. The [-c] allomorph is used with a small, idiosyncratic group of stems:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>?ollect 'come after'</td>
<td>(v?ollect 'come')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?ollect'cbid 'come after'</td>
<td>(v?ollect 'come')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?ig`thaac 'climb after'</td>
<td>(v?ig`tha 'climb tree') (Sk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?ux'c 'go to'</td>
<td>(v?ux 'go')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baliic 'forget about'</td>
<td>(v/bali 'be forgetful')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cuuc 'speak to'</td>
<td>(v/cut 'speak')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cubaac 'go inland after'</td>
<td>(v/cuba 'go inland')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>day'ay'c 'run out of'</td>
<td>(v/day 'only')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>had?iw'c 'go inside after'</td>
<td>(v/had?iw 'be inside a house')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k`wollect 'miss (target)'</td>
<td>(v/k<code>wollect 'miss'; cf. k</code>wollectg`asbid 'miss meeting')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>la`x 'think of'</td>
<td>(v/la`x 'recall, remember')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laqe 'listen to'</td>
<td>(v/laqe 'listen') (Sk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lutuc 'listen to'</td>
<td>(v/lutuc 'be heard'; cf. lutu?adi? 'hear Ê')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qu`rac 'call out to'</td>
<td>(v/qu`rac 'yell')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s?uuc 'look at'</td>
<td>(v/s?uuc 'look around, gaze')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tayc 'come after in raid'</td>
<td>(v/tay 'go raiding')</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 26: Stems formed with -c

When attached to V-final stems, the [-c] allomorph triggers lengthening of the final vowel (e.g., bali 'be forgetful' > baliic 'forget about something', ?ig`tha 'climb tree' > ?ig`thaac 'climb after something'). If the final vowel is /a/, it becomes /aa/ (cuba 'go inland' > cubaac 'go inland after something'). For an idiosyncratic set of C-final stems, the allative applicative causes vowel-
lengthening as well as syncope of the final consonant (ṣuṭ ‘see’ > ṣuuc ‘look at’, qʷi?i?ad ‘yell’ > qʷi?aac ‘call out to’).

The second allomorph, [-s], is found associated with a relatively larger group of stems, all of which end in /il/.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Original Root</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>?usis</td>
<td>‘dive after’</td>
<td>(√?usil ‘dive’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c’ip’ol is</td>
<td>‘ignore’</td>
<td>(√c’ip’il ‘shut eyes’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gʷocis</td>
<td>‘wade after’</td>
<td>(√gʷocil ‘wade’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gʷadis</td>
<td>‘sit down next to’</td>
<td>(√gʷadil ‘sit down’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hali?is</td>
<td>‘live on’</td>
<td>(hali?il ‘heal’ from √hali? ‘be alive’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hiwis</td>
<td>‘approach’, go after</td>
<td>(√hiwil ‘proceed’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lis</td>
<td>‘go over to’</td>
<td>(√lil ‘far away’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tali is</td>
<td>‘go ashore after’</td>
<td>(√talil ‘go ashore’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tčis</td>
<td>‘arrive at’</td>
<td>(√tčil ‘arrive’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qadil is</td>
<td>‘come up behind’</td>
<td>(qadil ‘get behind’ from √qad ‘behind’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qʷilagwis</td>
<td>‘catch a ride with’</td>
<td>(qʷilagil ‘get aboard’ from √q’il ‘be aboard’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qʷcagwis</td>
<td>‘slide down after’</td>
<td>(qʷcagil ‘slide down’ from √qʷc ‘slide, slip’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tøyosis</td>
<td>‘go to bed with’</td>
<td>(√tøyosil ‘go to bed, lie in bed’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tölawis</td>
<td>‘run after’</td>
<td>(√tölawil ‘run’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tudi is</td>
<td>‘bend over to get’</td>
<td>(√tudil ‘bend forward’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xʷakwis</td>
<td>‘get tired of’</td>
<td>(√xʷakwil ‘be tired’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xʷlagwis</td>
<td>‘climb down after’</td>
<td>(xʷlagil ‘climb down’ from √xʷit ‘lowered’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šak is</td>
<td>‘defend from’</td>
<td>(√šakil ‘argue’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šʷubis</td>
<td>‘be quiet about’</td>
<td>(√šʷubil ‘be quiet’)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 27: Stems formed with -s**

In a few of these cases, the final sequence /il/ of the base is synchronically analyzable as either the inchoative suffix -il or the autonomous action suffix -agwil (which may itself be historically analyzable as containing the inchoative suffix). In the bulk of cases, however, the radical without -il seems to be unattested in any environment, although generally the meaning of stems with -il are compatible with an etymological analysis that posits a historical root-plus-inchoative combination. Thus, diachronically, the distribution of the -s allomorph of the allative applicative may have been due to morphological conditioning by the presence of the inchoative suffix -il, although synchronically this seems to have been reduced to a phonological condition on the allomorphy of the allative applicative suffix.

---

18 In addition to the forms found in Table 27, there is a form saxʷəbis ‘run after something’, which appears to be based on the unattested stem *saxʷəbil (from √saxʷab ‘jump, run), and qadis ‘approach something from behind’, which seems to be based on *qadil (√qad ‘back up’).
Secondary suffixes

Secondary suffixes are affixes that combine with another valency-increaser, usually -t 'internal causative', to form a morphological complex that adds a direct object expressing some semantic role other than PATIENT. In total, Hess & Bates (2004) list four secondary suffixes — -yi-, -bi-, -di-, and -i-. Of these, only -yi- and -bi- appear to be productive and can be associated with unique and fairly consistent meanings; the other two appear to be confined to a few fossilized forms and to have meanings that overlap with those of the more productive secondary suffixes.

4.1 Dative applicative -yi-

The secondary suffix -yi- ‘dative applicative [DAT]’ combines with the internal causative suffix -d to create trivalent transitive verbs which express an AGENT as subject and a RECIPIENT or BENEFICIARY as direct object. When the morphological complex -yi-d is added to a monovalent intransitive base, the effect is an increase in valency of two, as in (33):

(33) a. Ꙝu-kʷəd ti ?iḥkʷəlq
    Ꙝu–kʷəd ti ḷi–kʷəlq
    PFV–taken DEF PRTV–other.things
    ‘some (not all) was taken’
    (Bates, Hess & Hilbert 1994: 123)

b. Ꙝu-kʷədyic ?ə ti ḷaʔx
    Ꙝu–kʷəd–yi–t–s ?ə ti ḷaʔx
    PFV–taken–DAT–ICS–1SG.OBJ Pr DEF platter
    ‘s/he took the platter from me’
    (Hess 1995: 42)

c. Ꙝu-kʷədyitəb can ?ə tsi ʔaʔc’as ?ə ti kʷat’aq
    Ꙝu–kʷəd–yi–t–əb ʔəd ?ə tsi ʔaʔc’as
    PFV–taken–DAT–ICS–PASS 1SG.SUB PR DEF:FEM child

19 In fact, there is only one form in the textual corpus that contains a secondary suffix followed by a valency-increasing morpheme other than the internal causative:

(i) Ꙝo ḷo-lākʷəd tiʔiḥ lācućiyialikʷ sʔəəd
    Ꙝo ɬ–lākʷə–ad tiʔiḥ lācu–cil–yi–alikʷ əsʔəəd
    ‘and as he was going along, he was eating the food that was being dished up’
    (Hess 1998: 63, line 76)

The Lushootseed Dictionary (Bates, Hess & Hilbert 1994: 230) also contains the form tupyib ‘pound something to prepare as food’. It is not clear to what extent these verbs are fossilized or if they represent derivational possibilities in the synchronic language.
?ə ti kʷat’aq
PR DEF mat
'I had the mat taken from me by the girl'

(Hess 1995: 36, ex. 13c)

(33a) shows the monovalent radical kʷəd ‘be held, be taken’ which takes a THEME as its subject. When -yi-d is added to the radical, the verb becomes trivalent, as in (33b). The new semantic roles added to the radical are AGENT — the role normally added by the internal causative — and BENEFICIARY/MALEFICIARY. Of these two new semantic actants, the AGENT is expressed as the subject and the THEME is expressed as an oblique. The direct object is the BENEFICIARY, which is marked using the s-series of object-markers associated with the internal causative (Section 2.1). The direct object of verbs formed with -yi-d is a syntactically ordinary direct object and is amenable to syntactic operations such as passivization (33c). An overt, non-oblique NP appearing with a -yi-d form is interpreted as the direct object:

(34) ?uləkʷyid ti luə’ ?ə ti s?uladxʷ
?u-ləkʷ-yi-d ti luə’ ?ə ti s?uladxʷ
PFV-eaten-DAT-ICS DEF old PR DEF salmon
‘s/he ate the old man’s salmon’

(Hess 1995: 36, ex. 14b)

Thus, despite being trivalent, dative applicatives form ordinary transitive clauses, realizing the third argument of the verb as an oblique.

A number of dative applicative stems formed on monovalent radicals are given in Table 28:

| ?abyid | ‘give ☺ to ☼’ | (“√ʔab ‘be extended’; cf. ?abəd ‘extend ☺’) |
| ?ayid | ‘put ☺ there for ☼’ | (√ʔa ‘be there’) |
| ?iłyid | ‘sing ☺ for ☼’ | (√ʔił ‘sing’) |
| ?uəkʷyid | ‘go in place of ☼’ | (?uəkʷ ‘go’) |
| biqʷyid | ‘permit ☺ to ☼’ | (“√biqʷ ‘loose’; cf. biqʷiđ ‘loosen ☺; allow ☺’) |
| cilyid | ‘serve ☺ to ☼’ | (√cil ‘be dished up’) |
| hudčupyid | ‘put ☺ into fire for ☼’ | (√hud ‘burn’ + -čup ‘fire’) |
| hudyiđ | ‘make a fire for ☺’ | (√hud ‘burn’) |
| huyid | ‘make ☺ for ☼’ | (√huy ‘be completed, be finished’) |
| kʷadyid | ‘take ☺ from ☼’ | (√kʷəd ‘be held, be taken’) |
| ləc’yid | ‘step on ☺ affecting ☼’ | (“√ləc ‘come down on’; cf. ləcəd ‘step on ☺’) |
| ləkʷyid | ‘eat ☺ away from ☼’ | (“√ləkʷ ‘eaten’; cf. ləkʷdəxʷ ‘manage to eat ☺’) |
| ṭagʷidyid | ‘set out a mat for ☼’ | (sƛgʷiđ ‘sleeping mat’) |
| ūcilyid | ‘arrive with ☺ for ☼’ | (√ūcil ‘arrive’) |
| ūlilyid | ‘give ☺ (food) to ☼’ | (√uil ‘make a gift of food’) |
| pʔqʷyid | ‘break off a bit of ☺ for ☼’ | (“√pʔkʷ ‘be broken off leaving a larger piece’) |
Table 28: Stems formed with -yi-d on monovalent bases

A few of these forms have lexicalized meanings that are metaphorical or idiomatic (e.g., \(\sqrt{\text{sul}}\) 'be pressed' > \(\sqrt{\text{xayd}}\) 'set aside for', \(\sqrt{\text{biq}}\) 'be loose' > \(\sqrt{\text{biqwyid}}\) 'grant to, permit'). Most notable in this regard is \(\sqrt{\text{abyid}}\) 'give to' (from \(\sqrt{\text{?ab}}\) 'be extended'), which is the most textually frequent of the -yi-d forms. There are also three forms in the table which seem to be only bivalent rather than trivalent — \(\sqrt{\text{ux}}\) 'go in place of' > \(\sqrt{\text{hudyid}}\) 'make a fire for', and \(\sqrt{\text{tag}^{\text{idyid}}\} \) 'set out a mat for'. Of these, \(\sqrt{\text{hudyid}}\) 'make a fire for' and \(\sqrt{\text{tag}^{\text{idyid}}}\) 'set out a mat for' both have conventionalized THEMES ('wood' and 'mat', respectively) inherent in the semantics of the stem itself. These simply may not bear expression as an NP argument. Whether the overt use of an oblique THEME argument with these forms is possible or whether the absence of such forms in the corpus is merely the improbability of an appropriate discourse context for such an argument must remain an open question. The third bivalent stem, \(\sqrt{\text{ux}}\) 'go in place of' is based on a monovalent agent-oriented radical and the absence of a third syntactic argument is no doubt a consequence of the absence of a plausible semantic role that such an argument might express. It should be noted in all three cases, however, that the semantic role which is added by -yi-d is BENEFICIARY; this is consistent with its behaviour in the other verb forms.

In addition to appearing with monovalent intransitive radicals, -yi-d is also found associated with a few bivalent intransitive radicals in verbs such as \(\sqrt{\text{ulaxiyid}}\) 'gather something for someone' (\(\sqrt{\text{ulax}}\) 'forage for something'), \(\sqrt{\text{ay}^\text{dx}^\text{yid}}\) 'find something for someone' (\(\sqrt{\text{ay}^\text{dx}^\text{w}}\) 'find something'), \(\sqrt{\text{haydx}^\text{yid}}\) 'find out about something for someone' (\(\sqrt{\text{haydx}^\text{w}}\) 'know something'), and \(\sqrt{\text{hiq}^\text{w}^\text{abyid}}\) 'covet something of someone's' (\(\sqrt{\text{hiq}^\text{w}^\text{ab}}\) 'covet something'). In these cases, although the net gain in valency is only one, the government pattern of the resulting verb is the same as when -yi-d is added to a monovalent intransitive radical:

(35) a. \(\sqrt{\text{ulax}}\) ti lu\(^{\text{a}}\) ?\(\text{a}\) ti b\(\text{bsq}^\text{w}\)
    ?\(\text{u}^\text{v}\)~\(\text{ulax}\) ti lu\(^{\text{a}}\) ?\(\text{a}\) ti b\(\text{bsq}^\text{w}\)
    PFV-forage DEF old PR DEF crab 'the old man foraged for crab'
    (Hess 1995: 28, ex. 15b)

b. \(\sqrt{\text{al}}\) \(\text{'chad}\) g\(\text{w}^\text{ba}\) ~\(\sqrt{\text{ulax}^\text{yid}}\) ti?\(\text{a}\) c\(\text{ixc}^\text{iix}\) ?\(\text{a}\) k\(\text{w}^\text{ii}\) s\(\text{uladx}^\text{w}\)
   \(\sqrt{\text{al}}\) \(\text{chad}\) g\(\text{w}^\text{ba}\) ~\(\sqrt{\text{ulax}^\text{yid}^\text{yi-d}}\) ti?\(\text{a}\) c\(\text{ixc}^\text{iix}\)
   also ISG.SUB SBJ=ADD=gather-DAT-ICS PROX fish.hawk

---

This radical can also mean 'be at the front of a theatre or auditorium'.
In forms like these, the internal causative portion of the -yi-d complex does not causativize the verb, but seems merely to indicate that the verb is transitive.\(^{21}\)

A similar pattern is found when -yi-d is added to transitive stems formed with one of the valency-increasing causative morphemes:

(36) a. xwuyub
    xwuyub
    be.sold
    ‘make a sale’

    (Hess & Bates 2004: 178, ex. 14)

b. ?uxwuyutubš čəxʷ
    ?u-xwuyu-txʷ-bš čəxʷ
    PFV-be.sold-ECS-1SG.OBJ 2SG.SUB
    ‘you sold me’

    (Bates, Hess & Hilbert 1994: 255)

c. ?uxwuyubtxw-yid čəd tsi d?ibac
    ?u-xwuyub-txʷ-yi-d čəd tsi d-?ibac
    PFV-be.sold-ECS-DAT-ICS 1SG.SUB DEF:FEM 1SG.PO–grandchild
    ‘I sold it for my granddaughter’

    (Bates, Hess & Hilbert 1994: 255)

Here, the patient semantic role associated with a valency-increasing affix like the external causative in (36b) is no longer the direct object of the verb formed

\(^{21}\) The same holds for ?uləx when combined with the internal causative suffix alone:

    λ'u?=ukw čəd čəda λ'u?=uləx-əd tiʔə? č'itulbixʷ
    HAB=go 1SG.SUB 1SG.COORD HAB=gather-ICS PROX grass

    ?al tiʔə? diʔə? sbadil
    PR PROX DEM mountain
    ‘I go and I gather this grass on the mountain’

    (Bates, Hess & Hilbert 1994: 21)

The effect of the internal causative on this particular stem is that of a simple transitivizer. None of the other bivalent intransitive stems listed above combines with -t on its own.
with -yi-d (36c), which expresses the BENEFICIARY in this role. When overt, the PATIENT is expressed as an oblique object, as in (37):

(37) ?as-čal k'í g'odaxw=lok'w=dxwyid tsíʔə? ?aʔs sə tiʔə? sʔəlads
             ?as-čal k'í g'odaxw=lok'w=dxwyid =yi=d= s           tsíʔə?
STAT=how HYP SBJ=ADNM=eaten=ICS=DC-DAT=ICS=3PO PROX:FEM

?aʔs=s  ʔa tiʔə?  sʔəlads=s
sibling=3PO   PR  PROX  food=3PO
‘how could he eat his sister’s food away from her?’

(Hess 1998: 56, line 6)

Here, the oblique object of the verb lak'w=dxwyid ‘eat something away from someone, manage to get someone’s food and eat it’, tiʔə? sʔəlads ‘her food’, corresponds to the PATIENT/direct object of the plain transitive form lak'w=dxwyid ‘mange to eat something’. Once again, the internal causative portion of the -yi-d complex seems not to function so much as a valency-increasing affix as it does as a marker of the transitivity of the clause.

As these examples show, while the basic syntactic effect of -yi-d is to increase the valency of a verb stem, it may not increase it beyond the upper limit of three syntactic arguments. If the verb stem is monovalent intransitive, its valency is increased by two, as in (33); if the form is bivalent intransitive, its valency is increased by one and the stem is transitivized, as in (35); if the stem is already transitive, the valency is increased by one and the government pattern is altered so that what was expressed as the direct object of the transitive form becomes an oblique object of the -yi-d form, as in (37). Although the effect on the stems is different, the government pattern of the resulting verb is always the same — a trivalent monotransitive verb with a RECIPIENT/BENEFICIARY expressed as direct object and a PATIENT/THEME expressed as an oblique. A number of bivalent stems that take -yi-d are given in Table 29:

- ?aladźi?lyid ‘babysit for’
- ?ay’dxwyid ‘find for’
- ?ulaiyid ‘gather for’
- eildxwyid ‘serve to’
- haydxwyid ‘find out about’
- huydxwyid ‘set up’
- kwadabyid ‘make captive’
- kwukweutyid ‘cook’
- lak'wdxwyid ‘manage to eat of’
- čiltxwyid ‘bring’
- taglyid ‘leave’
- pusilyid ‘throw’
Table 29: Stems formed with "yi-d on bivalent bases

The forms in this table are built on both bivalent intransitive and bivalent transitive bases. The bulk of the transitive bases contain one of the causative valency-increasing affixes (-tx ‘external causative’, -dx w ‘diminished control’, or -b ‘causative middle’), although there are two inherently transitive forms — √ʔay’dxw ‘find something’ and √ʔagʷt ‘leave something’. The first of these is clearly diachronically derived from a -dxw form, while the third, √ʔagʷt, is one of the few inherently transitive radicals with no identifiable derivational history. In addition, there is pusil ‘throw something’ which is formed from the radical √pus ‘be hit by something (missile)’ and an idiosyncratic use of the inchoative suffix -ił. The remainder of the "yi-d forms in Table 29 are based on bivalent intransitive radicals. It is also worth noting that the forms qadadyid ‘steal something for someone’ and qwu?qwadyid ‘drink something of someone’s’ appear to be based on unattested internal causative stems *qadad ‘steal something’ and *qwu?qwa ‘drink something’; in the case of qadadyid, there is an attested bivalent intransitive form √qada ‘steal something’.

4.2 Middle applicative -bi-

The secondary suffix -bi- ‘middle applicative [MAP]’ combines with the internal causative suffix -t to form transitive stems whose direct object expresses semantic actants in a variety of roles other than PATIENT. The range of semantic roles, and to a certain extent the syntactic effect of -bi-d on its stem, is much more variable than it is for "yi-d, and the over-arching semantic linkage amongst the different uses of this morphological complex seems to be a rather abstract notion of reduced semantic transitivity (Hopper & Thompson 1980), a notion identified by Kemmer (1993) as being the common thread linking middle forms across a wide range of languages. The parallel is strengthened by the overlap in semantic domain with the valency-neutral middle -b in Lushootseed and the cognate -m and -mi suffixes in other Salishan languages, elements which also cluster in their meanings around the prototypical meanings of the middle.

The feature of -bi-d that distinguishes it most clearly from the ordinary middle suffix is its syntactic effects on the stem to which it is attached. Because middles are generally associated with reduced semantic transitivity, their most common syntactic effect cross-linguistically is to detransitivize — or intransitivitize — a stem; -bi-d, however, most often has the opposite effect on syntactic transitivity, increasing the valency of a stem by adding a direct object:
(38) a. ?u?up' čəd
   ?u-?up' čəd
   PFV-be.seated.on.lap 1SG.SUB
   'I sat on a lap'

(bates, Hess & Hilbert 1994: 22)

b. ?əs?up'bid čəd ti?it22
   ?əs-?up'–bi–d čəd ti?it
   STAT-be.seated.on.lap–MAP–ICS 1SG.SUB DIST
   'I'm sitting on his lap'

(based on Bates, Hess & Hilbert 1994: 22)

When the object is first- or second person, it is expressed by object-markers:

(39) ƛ'ub čəxʷ ?usəbic čəxʷa bałac
   ƛ'ub čəxʷ ?usəb–bi–t–s čəxʷa bał-a–t–s
   well 2SG.SUB pity–MAP–ICS–1SG.OBJ 2SG.COORD cure–ICS–1SG.OBJ
   'you should take pity on me and perform a shaman cure for me'

   (Hess 1998: 57, line 32)

Like all direct objects, the argument added to the verb stem by -bi–d can be
promoted by passivization to become a subject:

   SCONJ only=now PL STAT–covet–MAP–ICS PROX much
   ?əs–qʷat
   STAT–laid.out
   'well then they just coveted the many (dentalia) that were lying there'

   (Hess 2006: 60, line 439)

   then STAT–covet–MAP–ICS–PASS PR PROX coyote PROX:FEM
   čəgʷas səxa?hus
   wife sawbill
   'then this wife, Sawbill, was coveted by Coyote'

   (Hess 2006: 22, line 12)

22 The verb form is given in the source as ?asp’up’bid, although the sub-entry heading is the expected form ?up’bid, as is the verb form in the subsequent example. The form ?up’bid is also found in Hess & Bates (2004: 180, ex. 23).
Non-oblique NP arguments with \textit{-bi-d} stems are interpreted as direct objects:

(41) \[ ñëcbidøx\ tsi?ø? cəg\textasciitilde as \]
\[ ñac-\textit{bi-d}=ax\ tsi?ø? cəg\textasciitilde as-s \]
\[ \text{afraid-MAP-ICS=now PROX:FEM wife-3PO} \]
\[ \text{‘he is afraid of his wife now}’ \]

(Hess 2006: 6, line 78)

Thus, like all applicative objects, the object of stems formed with \textit{-bi-d} is a morphosyntactically ordinary direct object.

The most consistent pattern found with \textit{-bi-d} derivations is one where a monovalent intransitive base is transitivized by the addition of a second semantic actant, in Table 30:

\begin{tabular}{ll}
\text{?ædilultbid} & ‘go to eat off of \(\otimes\)’ \\
\text{?up’bid} & ‘sit on \(\otimes\)’s lap’ \\
\text{g”ãhbid} & ‘accompany \(\otimes\)’ \\
\text{laqbid} & ‘be behind \(\otimes\)’ \\
\text{lax”bid} & ‘remember \(\otimes\)’s story’ \\
\text{taw’ibid} & ‘be new for \(\otimes\)’ \\
\text{sax”obid} & ‘run after \(\otimes\) or up to \(\otimes\)’ \\
\text{sulabid} & ‘in middle of room relative to \(\otimes\)’ \\
\text{šut”bid} & ‘expect \(\otimes\), look out for \(\otimes\)’s arrival’ \\
\text{talcbid} & ‘miss \(\otimes\) (throwing)’ \\
\text{t’q”abid} & ‘put stickum on \(\otimes\)’ \\
\text{x”ak”wil”bid} & ‘become disaffected with \(\otimes\)’ \\
\text{ñæçbid} & ‘intend \(\otimes\)’ \\
\text{ñæ”al”bid} & ‘be unable to manage \(\otimes\)’,
\text{waç”bid} & ‘watch \(\otimes\)’ \\
\text{yayubid} & ‘work on \(\otimes\)’ \\
\text{yøy”hubid} & ‘tell \(\otimes\) a traditional story’
\end{tabular}

\begin{tabular}{ll}
\text{(?ædilult ‘go out to eat’)’} \\
\text{(√?up’ ‘be seated on a lap’)} \\
\text{(√g”ah ‘accompany, go along’)’} \\
\text{(√laq ‘be last’)’} \\
\text{(√lax ‘recall, remember’)’} \\
\text{(√taw’ ‘be new’)’} \\
\text{(√sax”ob ‘jump, sprint’)’} \\
\text{(√sula ‘be in the middle of a room’)’} \\
\text{(√šut ‘look around, gaze’)’} \\
\text{(√talc ‘be wide of mark’)’} \\
\text{(√t’q’ ‘be patched’)’} \\
\text{(√x”ak”wîl ‘be tired’)’} \\
\text{(√ñæç ‘think, feel, use one’s mind’)’} \\
\text{(√ñ”al ‘be unable, fail, lose’)’} \\
\text{(√waç ‘keep watch’)’} \\
\text{(√yayus ‘do work’)’} \\
\text{(yøy”hub ‘tell a traditional story’)’}
\end{tabular}

\textbf{Table 30: Applicative uses of \textit{-bi-d}}

As noted earlier, the specific semantic roles played by the new actants vary quite a bit from verb to verb. In several cases, the new role seems to be locative (e.g., \textit{?up’bid ‘sit on someone’s lap’, sulabid ‘be in the middle of a room relative to something’) or directional (\textit{sax”obid ‘run after something or up to something’}), whereas in others \textit{-bi-d} seems simply to add whatever kind of additional role might plausibly be associated with a particular type of event. An interesting contrast is found between the forms \textit{laxd”x ‘remember something’ and lax”bid ‘remember someone’s story, remember the whole situation regarding someone’}, where the difference seems to be one of thinking specifically about a person versus recalling not so much that person directly as a set of events surrounding the individual. The common thread running through all of these forms is that the
-bi-d object is not directly affected by the action in the way that PATIENT would be — in other words, the interaction between the AGENT and the UNDERGOER/ENDPOINT of the event is less semantically transitive than the typical interaction between an AGENT and a PATIENT, where the PATIENT undergoes some internal change of state.

To a certain extent the less-direct interaction between AGENT and ENDPOINT found with the middle applicative parallels in some ways the less-direct interaction between the AGENT and the GOAL in allative applicative constructions. Two of the radicals in Table 30 have both a -bi-d and a -c form. One of these is √šut ‘look around, gaze’, which is the base for šutbid ‘keep an eye out for someone’s arrival’ and suuc ‘look at something’. The contrast in the semantic roles of the objects in these two forms is fairly clear: in the allative applicative form the EXPERIENCER’s gaze is directed towards an object which is present and can serve as a specific locus on which his/her attention is focused (i.e., a metaphorical GOAL for one’s attention), while in the middle applicative the potential PERCEPT is not present and the EXPERIENCER is not (yet) interacting with it. So the distinction here is both one of difference in semantic role (GOAL vs. non-GOAL) and in semantic transitivity, the -bi-d form being much lower on that particular scale. The second stem, xʷakʷ’ilbid ‘become disaffected with something, tire of something due to lack of enthusiasm or energy’, contrasts with xʷakʷ’wis ‘become fed up with something tiresome’, formed from the radical √xʷakʷ’il ‘be tired’ and the allative applicative. The distinction here seems to be a distinction in the locus of the impetus of the event: in the -bi-d form the source of the feeling of disaffection is internal, whereas in the allative form the impetus comes from the nature of the STIMULUS. While this is not easily characterized in terms of a distinction in semantic transitivity, it is consistent with the characterization of -bi-d as a middle, given that middles cross-linguistically are associated with the interests of the AGENT/EXPERIENCER/subject and are frequently used to express events in which the impetus for an event is internal to the ACTOR.

Reduced semantic transitivity in the form of the lack of direct-affectedness of the object by the subject in -bi-d constructions is seen quite clearly in a rather large group of stems in which the semantic role of the applicative object is that of MOTIVE:

?ukʷukʷbid ‘make fun of’
?utšabid ‘feel pity for’
c’ad’ašbid ‘be bothered by’
c’ip’lilbid ‘shut eyes not to see’
dxʷcutq̓bid ‘catch on to’
d’al’bid ‘be confused by’
d’aq̓a’bid ‘mourn for’
hiiq̓bid ‘be happy about’
juʔilbid ‘be happy for’
pitq̓bid ‘pay attention to’

(√ʔukʷukʷ ‘play, have fun’)  
("√ʔutšab ‘feel pity’)  
("√ʔc’ad’aš ‘annoyed’; cf. c’ad’axt̓ ‘bother’)  
("√ʔc’ip’lil ‘shut eyes’)  
("dxʷcutq̓ ‘think something’ from √cut ‘speak’)  
("√ʔd’al’ ‘be confused’)  
("√ʔa’q̓a’ ‘be in mourning’; cf. d’aq̓a’d ‘mourn’)  
("√ʔhiiq̓ ‘be happy’)  
("√juʔ ‘be glad’+ -il ‘inchoative’)  
("√ʔpitq̓ ‘pay attention, be aware’)
Table 31: Applicative stems formed with -bi-d expressing motive

The majority of the verbs in Table 31 are based on radicals expressing mental states or emotions, the applicative object being the STIMULUS or MOTIVE for the experience. Two of the verbs — c’ip’ilbid ‘shut eyes to avoid seeing something’ and yabuk’wbid ‘fight over something’ — are based on radicals expressing more concrete actions; in both cases, the applicative objects are clearly MOTIVES for the event. In no case is the actant expressed by the object of any of these verbs necessarily affected by the actions performed or the emotions experienced by the ACTOR.

A third set of -bi-d stems is formed in combination with lexical suffixes. Several of these are given in Table 32:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c’ic’ayik’alusbid</td>
<td>‘wink at’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d’alq’usbid</td>
<td>‘look over shoulder at’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d’alaxadbid</td>
<td>‘visit’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d’aluic’ibid</td>
<td>‘turn towards’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laqaladi?bid</td>
<td>‘overhear’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ta?a?c’ibid</td>
<td>‘touch with hand’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iaday?lucidbid</td>
<td>‘address as woman’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tubslucidbid</td>
<td>‘address as man’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x’wabalicbid</td>
<td>‘toss (pack) onto own back’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xwil’alcbid</td>
<td>‘lose’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yola?c’ibid</td>
<td>‘use both hands on’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As with the verbs in the earlier sets, the stems here take a non-PATIENT object — one which is not directly affected by the action of the AGENT by undergoing an internal change of state — and the specific roles played by the objects are rather diverse. These range from PERCEPT (laqaladi?bid ‘overhear something’) to DI-RECTION/GOAL (c’ic’ayik’alusbid ‘wink at something’, d’alaxadbid ‘visit someone’), HEARER (iaday?lucidbid ‘address someone as woman’), or various types of THEME (la?a?c’ibid ‘touch something with hand’, x’wabalicbid ‘toss something (pack) onto own back’, xwil’alcbid ‘lose something’). Hess & Bates

---

23 Also laqaladi?bid.
24 Also iaday?lucidbid.
(2004) point out that in these constructions the lexical suffix expresses a body-part playing an instrument-like role in the event. Verbs expressing action directed towards or involving parts of an AGENT’s body are commonly middle forms across languages (Kemmer 1993), and the lowered affectedness of the object (and, hence, the reduced semantic transitivity of the event) is typical of middle semantics.

There is at least one verb form in which -bi-d, like -yi-d, seems to increase the valency of its base by two rather than by one — sax*wabid ‘run away with something of someone’s’ (see the homophonous form sax*wabid ‘run after something or up to something’ in Table 30):

    di=ox*s=xaab ? a tsi=o? slday? ?u-sax+w-bi-t-?ab
    FOC=now NM=cry PR PROX:FEM woman PFV-run-MAP-PASS
    ?a tio? tu=boda?~s
    PR PROX PAST=offspring-3po
    ‘it is thus that the woman whose child was run away with is crying’
    [HM Star Child, line 59]

Here, the verb form in question is in the passive, contained inside a subject-centred relative clause modifying slday? ‘woman’. The subject of the passive is the MALEFICIARY, corresponding to the direct object of the active form, while the THEME, ti?o? tubada?s ‘her child’ (lit. ‘her former/ex-child’) is realized as an oblique object, following the regular pattern for derivations with -yi-d. Indeed, given the semantic role assigned to the object, we might have expected the form to be *sax*abbyid; however, this form is unattested.

Also like -yi-d, -bi-d combines with a small number of bivalent bases whose valency remains unchanged:

?αλ’cbid ‘come after’
hiq’wabid ‘lust after’
k*ødabid ‘take captive’
tag*ablid ‘leave behind’
qadabid ‘steal’
q’wu?bid ‘be together with’

Table 33: Valency-neutral uses of -bi-d

In four of these cases (hiq’wabid ‘lust after someone’, k*ødabid ‘take someone captive’, qadabid ‘steal something’, q’wu?bid ‘be together with someone’), -bi-d combines with a bivalent intransitive stem to create a transitive verb, and so acts merely as a syntactic transitivizer. In the remaining two instances (?αλ’cbid ‘come after someone’, tag*ablid ‘leave someone behind, leave someone’s presence’), -bi-d combines with a transitive stem without affecting its va-
lency or government pattern. The glosses given for the -bi-d forms and their bases are significantly different in only two cases — kʷədəbíd ‘take someone captive’ and ləgʷəlbid ‘leave someone behind, leave someone’s presence’. In the remainder of the examples, the two forms seem to be nearly synonymous; however, in most of these, the -bi-d stems take objects that are human — that is ‘someone’ rather than ‘something’. The bulk of these verbs express actions (e.g., ‘lust after someone’, ‘be together with someone’) that most naturally have human endpoints, and even those that do not seem to require a human object for semantic reasons, such as qadabid ‘steal something’, have these exclusively in their textual attestations:

(43) huy, yəcəbaxʷ ?ə tiʔə? sqadabitəbs ?ə əcʔəʔ sxʷəyuqʷ’w tiʔiʔ wiw’su
huy əcʔəʔaxʷ ?ə tiʔə? əcʔəʔsqadab-bi-t-əb=s ?ə
SCONJ reported-MD=now PR PROX NM=steal-SS-ICS-PASS=3PO PR

PROX əcʔəʔ sxʷəyuqʷ’w tiʔiʔ wiw’su
PROX Basket.Ogress DIST children
‘he told about the stealing of the children by the Basket Ogress’
[ML Basket Ogress, line 54]

In this sentence, the human NP tiʔiʔ wiw’su ‘those children’ is the subject of the passive form of the verb, thereby corresponding to the direct object of the active form. Although the number of textual attestations of all of the -bi-d forms in Table 33 is limited, they all seem to involve human objects and the semantic roles played by the objects of these forms is consistent with other uses of -bi-d: they are not canonically PATIENT-like in that the semantic ENDPOINTS of the events do not undergo any internal change of state. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the bivalent bases for these -bi-d forms have the same glosses, and in at least some cases their objects can also be human:

(44) a. xʷiʔ kʷ adsʔəλ’cbul
xʷiʔ kʷi ad=sʔəλ’–c–bul
NEG HYP 2SG.PO=NM=come–ALTV–1PL.OBJ
‘don’t come to us’

(Hess 2006: 32, line 263)

b. ... tiʔəʔ bədaʔs əsəhiq’wəbs
... tiʔəʔ bədaʔ–s sʔəs–hiq’wəb=s
PROX:FEM offspring–3PO NM=STAT–lust.for=3PO
‘... his daughter after whom he lusted’

(Hess 1998: 95, line 131)

Thus, it seems that teasing out whatever semantic distinctions there are between the pairs of verb forms in Table 33 will depend on uncovering further textual
attestations; nevertheless, the middle applicative forms themselves — transitive verbs with a non-PATIENT object — are entirely typical of -bi-d derivations.

In a few other stems, -bi-d seems to act as a causative, adding an AGENT/subject to a monovalent radical rather than adding an object:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>?adqbid</code></td>
<td>meet ☒</td>
<td>(&quot;?adq ‘be met’; cf. ?adqdxw ‘happen to meet ☒’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>ēg*asbid</code></td>
<td>take ☒ as wife</td>
<td>((v)ēg ‘as ‘wife’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>k*adbid</code></td>
<td>steal from ☒</td>
<td>((v)k‘ad ‘be held, be taken’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>p’ayqbid</code></td>
<td>‘hew ☒, carve ☒’</td>
<td>((v)p’ayq ‘carve canoe’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>qalbidbid</code></td>
<td>discard ☒</td>
<td>(qal ‘garbage’ from qal ‘bad’ + -bid ‘instrument’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>sux*tabid</code></td>
<td>recognize ☒</td>
<td>((v)sux’t ‘be recognized’; cf. sux’tas ‘recognize ☒’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>yacbid</code></td>
<td>‘tell about ☒’</td>
<td>((v)yac ‘be reported’; cf. yac*ad ‘report ☒’)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 34: Causativizing uses of -bi-d

Although the syntactic effect of -bi-d on its base in these forms resembles the effects of a causative morpheme such as -t, -txw, or -dxw, the true causatives create verbs that express events in which an AGENT acts upon a PATIENT or some other semantic actant in a PATIENT-like semantic role. With the exception of `p’ayqbid ‘hew something, carve something’, the objects of the -bi-d forms in Table 34 are non-PATIENTs and do not undergo an internal change of state as a result of the AGENT’s actions: instead, the change experienced by the object of such verbs seems to reside more generally in its relationship to the AGENT (cagwasbid ‘take someone as wife’, qalbidbid ‘discard something’ [lit. ‘cause something to be refuse to one’]) or as a point of reference — literal ("?adqbid ‘meet someone’) or figurative (k*adbid ‘steal from someone’) — for the AGENT’s action. The reduced semantic transitivity of such forms is clear. The fact that -bi-d adds an AGENT/subject in these forms rather than a non-PATIENT object, as it does more regularly, may have to do with the nature of the radicals, which are (with the exception of `ēg*asbid ‘take someone as wife’ and qalbidbid ‘discard something’, which are based on nouns) “patient-oriented” in the sense that they express states that are the outcome of events involving the interaction of two or more participants, and express the ENDPOINT of the event as their syntactic subject. However, given the relative scarcity of such forms, it seems likely that this is only a diachronic or a post-hoc explanation, and the forms in Table 34 will have to be treated as lexicalized uses of what is otherwise an applicative morpheme.

25 Thom Hess (p.c.) suggests that the exceptional nature of `p’ayqbid ‘hew something, carve something’ may stem from the involvement of one’s spirit power in the carving of a canoe, -bi- indicating a reduced semantic transitivity that comes either from the idea that the AGENT is acting indirectly through an intermediary, or that the primary interaction is between the carver and the spirit-power, and the product of the interaction is construed as less directly involved than a prototypical PATIENT.
The secondary suffix sequence -bi-d also appears in at least four forms following another valency-increasing affix — specifically, the allative applicative. These forms are given in Table 35:

\begin{align*}
\text{leisbid} & \text{ 'visit } \circ \text{ and bother them'} \quad (\text{leis 'arrive at } \circ \text{ from } \sqrt{\text{leis}} \text{ 'arrive'}) \\
\text{suucbid} & \text{ 'keep an eye out for } \circ \text{'} \quad (\text{suuc 'look at } \circ \text{ from } \sqrt{\text{suuc}} \text{ 'look around, gaze'}) \\
\text{tadzisbid} & \text{ 'have sex with } \circ \text{'} \quad (\text{tadis 'go to bed with } \circ \text{ from } \sqrt{\text{tadis}} \text{ 'lie down'}) \\
\text{xwakwisbid} & \text{ 'tire of } \circ \text{ (person)} \quad (\sqrt{xwak'} \text{ 'be tired'})
\end{align*}

Table 35: Stems formed with -bi-d and the allative applicative

In these stems, the affixation of the middle applicative has no effect on the syntactic valency of its base, nor does it have any great effect on the semantic role of the applicative object. Its major effect is to modify the event expressed by the allative stems in more subtle ways. In one of these cases, \(xwak'^is\text{bid 'tire of someone'}\), -bi-d seems to indicate that the applicative object is animate or human (cf. some of the valency-neutral forms in Table 33 above). This may also be the case for \(\text{suucbid 'keep an eye out for someone'}\), although the few attested examples of this form (all of which do have human objects) make it difficult to ascertain if there is any other semantic distinction between this and the plain allative form. The remaining two verbs, \(\text{leisbid 'visit someone and inconvenience them'}\) and \(\text{tadzisbid 'have sex with someone'}\) also necessarily have human objects, but differ in other — rather idiosyncratic ways — from their allative forms. Clearly, judged by the unusual syntactic and semantic effects of -bi-d in these forms, the stems in Table 35 are lexicalized forms and, although they are not entirely out of step with more transparent middle applicatives, they can not be treated as synchronically compositional forms.

Not unexpectedly, there are a number of stems that appear to contain -bi-d but are not synchronically transparent or analyzable. Two of these are \(q'itbid 'store something (food)' \) (apparently based on an otherwise unattested radical \(\sqrt{q'} \text{ 'be stored'}\)), \(pak'wibid 'snatch something' \) (based on \(\sqrt{pak'} \text{ 'snatch something'}\)), and \(yičobid 'observe something' \) (based on \(\sqrt{yič} \text{ 'observe'}\)). Among the idiomatic forms are \(q'ic'bid 'be unable to do something' \) (from \(\sqrt{q'ic} \text{ 'be indifferent, be lazy about'}\)), \(q'u?bid 'mouth waters for something' \) (from the nominal radical \(\sqrt{q'u?} 'water'\)), and \(xw'il'alcbid 'lose something' \) (\(\sqrt{xw'il'} 'be lost' + -alc 'productive').

4.3 Other secondary suffixes -di-, -i-

In addition to -yi-d and -bi-d, there are two more secondary suffix complexes that can act as applicatives. One of these, -di-d, appears as part of four stems, given in Table 36:
Even in this small set of verbs, there is a great deal of variation in the effects of 
-di-d on the valency and government pattern of the base to which it is attached.
In two of the cases, qadadid ‘steal something from someone’ and qwu?qwadid
‘drink something’, the secondary suffix complex has a clearly applicative effect,
adding a direct object to the clause. As noted by Hess & Bates (2004), however,
the objects of -di-d forms do not consistently express a particular semantic role.
The object of qwu?qwadid ‘drink something’ is clearly a PATIENT, at least to the
extent that a liquid undergoes an internal change of state when it is drunk (oth­
erwise, it is a THEME), whereas the direct object of qadadid ‘steal something
from someone’ is a MALEFICIARY. Hess & Bates (2004) point out that the latter
form co-exists with a -yi-d stem based on the same radical:

(45) a. ?uqadaditab čød ?o ti dsduuk*
   ?u–qada–di–t–раб čød
   PFV–steal–SS–ICS–PASS 1SG.SUB
   ‘I had my knife stolen’
   (Bates, Hess & Hilbert 1994: 172)

b. ?uqadadyitab ti luƛ’
   PFV–steal–ICS–DAT–PASS DEF old
   ‘the old man was stolen from’
   (Bates, Hess & Hilbert 1994: 173)

The same verb form in (45b) also appears in examples glossed ‘steal for some­
one’, whereas the -di-d form in (45a) has only the gloss ‘steal from someone’,
leading to the conclusion that -yi-d is more closely associated with the BENEFI­
CIARY/MALEFICIARY semantic role whereas -di-d may be (like -bi-d) more an
indicator of a less-specific non-PATIENT role which is interpreted as MALEFICI­
ARY here because of the nature of the event (an implicit third semantic role in a
theft being a victim). However, it should be noted that the form qadadyid ap­
ppears to be based on an unattested stem *qadad, and so has a more complicated
derivational history than most -yi-d forms. Thus, the co-existence of qadadid
and qadadyid may have more to do with historical development than with a
consistent semantic contrast between the two secondary suffixes.

The remaining two forms are even less helpful in sorting out the mean­
ing and syntactic behaviour of -di-d. In the case of punishdid ‘punish someone’,
the precise effects of -di-d on its base are hard to pinpoint because the “radical”

Table 36: Stems formed with -di-d

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dxʷqadid</td>
<td>‘sleep with ♂ (spouse) of ♂’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>punishdid</td>
<td>‘punish ♂’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qadadid</td>
<td>‘steal ♂ from ♂’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qʷu?qʷadid</td>
<td>‘drink ♂’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(dxʷ- ‘contained’ + qad ‘fornicate’)
(Eng. punish)
(√qada? ‘steal ♂’)
(√qʷu?qʷa ‘have a drink’)

The same verb form in (45b) also appears in examples glossed ‘steal for some­
one’, whereas the -di-d form in (45a) has only the gloss ‘steal from someone’,
leading to the conclusion that -yi-d is more closely associated with the BENEFI­
CIARY/MALEFICIARY semantic role whereas -di-d may be (like -bi-d) more an
indicator of a less-specific non-PATIENT role which is interpreted as MALEFICI­
ARY here because of the nature of the event (an implicit third semantic role in a
theft being a victim). However, it should be noted that the form qadadyid ap­
ppears to be based on an unattested stem *qadad, and so has a more complicated
derivational history than most -yi-d forms. Thus, the co-existence of qadadid
and qadadyid may have more to do with historical development than with a
consistent semantic contrast between the two secondary suffixes.

The remaining two forms are even less helpful in sorting out the mean­
ing and syntactic behaviour of -di-d. In the case of punishdid ‘punish someone’,
the precise effects of -di-d on its base are hard to pinpoint because the “radical”
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punish is an English borrowing that would not normally be used on its own in the language and so is of indeterminate valency (for Lushootseed speakers). The verb *dxʷqədid* ‘have sex with someone’s spouse’ is trivalent rather than monovalent, as shown in (46a), and is based on a radical that otherwise only appears with the middle suffix -b, as in (46b):

(46) a. diłəwʔə higʷəxʷ ʔudxʷqədidəxʷ tiʔə? sʔuʃəbabdxʷ sʔəqʷəa? ʔə tsiʔə? čəgʷəs xʷuʔxʷəy?  
   diłəwʔə higʷəxʷ ʔu–dxʷ–qəd–di–d=əxʷ tiʔə?  
   FOC PTCL big=now PFV–CTD–fornicate–SS–ICS=now PROX  
   sʔuʃəbabdxʷ sʔəqʷəa? ʔə tsiʔə? čəgʷəs–s xʷuʔxʷəy?  
   unfortunate heron PR PROX:FEM wife–3PO helldiver  
   ‘indeed, it is he who cuckolded poor Heron with his wife, Helldiver’  
   (Hess 2006: 14, line 77)

   PFV–fornicate–MD PTCL PR PROX he kingfisher PROX  
   tu=s=huy ?ə tsiʔə? xʷuʔxʷəy?  
   PAST=NM=do PR PROX:FEM helldiver  
   ‘what Helldiver did [was] have sex with Kingfisher’  
   (Hess 2006: 21, line 238)

Once again, attributing a specific effect of *-di-d* on its base in this form is rather difficult as the radical otherwise is attested only as part of a middle form — possibly a causative middle, given that the verb *qadəb* is bivalent. This might lead us to surmise that the radical itself is more amenable to a patient-oriented gloss rather than the agent-oriented gloss ‘fornicate’. This would make *-di-d* more like *-yi-d* both semantically and syntactically, as it both causativizes the radical — adding an AGENT — and acts as an applicative, adding a MALEFICIARY. Nevertheless, with only four forms containing *-di-d*, little more can be said of it than that it is a historical relic, probably a remnant of an older secondary suffix used in the formation of some kind of applicative, and whose effects on a particular base are today essentially idiosyncratic.

Hess & Bates (2004) also point to a fourth secondary suffix complex, *-i-d*, which is most robustly associated with lexical suffixes. A number of such forms is given in Table 37:
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Table 37: Stems formed with a lexical suffix and -i-d

With these verbs, however, the effect of -i-d is not applicative but is instead causative, adding an AGENT/subject to its base rather than adding an object.

Consider the examples in (47):

(47) a. ?ucaq’ ʔad ʔa tiʔaʔ? ʔxədiʔac
   PFv-be.speared 1SG.SUB PR PROX devil’s.club
   ‘I got speared by the Devil’s Club’
   (Bates, Hess & Hilbert 1994: 43)

b. caq’aʔaboxw ʔa tiʔaʔ? caadit tiʔiʔ? luʔ’ sxwiʔxwiʔis ə lgʷəʔ?
   caq’a-t-əb=əxʷ ʔa tiʔaʔ? caadit tiʔiʔ
   speared-ICS-PASS=now PR PROX they DIST
   ?u-cut-t-əb ʔa tiʔiʔ? lu’ sxwiʔxwiʔis-s ə lgʷəʔ?
   PFv-speak-ICS-PASS PR yonder old game-3PO PL
   ‘what was said by that old man to be their game was speared by them’
   (Hess 2006: 51, line 224)

c. dxʷcaq’aʔxadid tiʔiʔ ʔətʰx
   PFv-positive PARX
   dxʷ-caq’-aʔxad-i-d tiʔiʔ ʔətʰx
   CTD-speared-side-SS-ICS DIST kingfisher
   ‘he speared Kingfisher in the side’
   (Hess & Bates 2004: 20, ex. 71)

(47a) shows the radical, √caq’ ‘be speared, be impaled’, which takes as its syntactic subject the expression of the PATIENT semantic role and which does not

26 Cf. the internal causative form of this radical, puʔud ‘blow on something, blow something out’, which illustrates the contrast in semantic transitivity of the -d and -i-d forms.
express an AGENT. In (47b), the internal causative formed from the same radical, caq'ad 'spear something', is shown in its passive form; here, its subject is the expression of the PATIENT and the AGENT is expressed as an oblique object. The expression of the AGENT in this sentence is allowed for by the presence of the internal causative suffix -t, which creates a transitive verb from an intransitive radical (Section 2). Similarly, the form in (47c) is transitive and takes as its subject the AGENT rather than the PATIENT which is the subject of the radical in (47a). Thus, the effect on the valency and government pattern of the radical of adding -i-d is the same as that of adding the transitive causative suffix -t.

This raises the issue of what contribution, if any, the secondary suffix -i- makes to the meaning of the stem. One possibility is that -i- is not a meaningful element at all and that the sequence [id] may simply be an allomorph of the internal causative associated with a lexical suffix (or a particular subset of lexical suffixes). This seems unlikely given that there are abundant internal causative stems containing lexical suffixes such as c’ag’ači?d ‘wash someone’s hands’ (cf. č’alpači?id ‘twist someone’s wrist’ in Table 37) that do not contain -i-. Another possibility is that the -i- is associated with the possessor-raising seen in sentences like (47c) whereby it is the bodypart that is affected by the action, but the possessor of the bodypart is expressed as the direct object. This, however, still begs the question of why -i- is not present in all transitive stems containing lexical suffixes that express affected bodyparts. Contrasts such as those between the stems in (47) may thus be relics of an earlier, more regular verbal affix. Another reason for not dismissing -i- as a morpheme entirely, at least from a diachronic perspective, is that it turns up in a few other places as a stem-formative associated with -t. One particularly suggestive pair of verbs is ha?lid ‘make good for someone, make someone comfortable’ vs. hal?ad ‘tend to someone’, both derived from the radical..jha?i ‘be good’. However, these are the only such contrastive pairs found in the corpus to date, making any analysis of -i- as anything more than a vestige of an earlier form that was most likely associated in some way with valency-altering constructions little more than speculation.

5 Conclusions

When it comes to valency-increasing morphology, Lushootseed suffers an embarrassment of riches. However, as the discussion here has shown, in spite of the large number of morphemes involved in verbal derivation, these affixes can be neatly categorized in terms of their syntactic behaviour. In the first instance, all of the affixes (with the exception of the fossilized secondary suffixes) can be clearly divided into causatives and applicatives, depending on what grammatical relation they add to the valency of their base. Each of them can also be characterized in terms of what type of verb stem, transitive or intransitive,
they form. Individual differences among the affixes — that is, the lowest-level distinctions in the taxonomy — can then be attributed to the semantic nuances expressed by each. The advantages of undertaking this classification lie not only in imposing a bit of order on what might seem like an overly-complex system of verbal derivation, but also in allowing for productive cross-linguistic comparison with valency-altering morphological processes in other languages. As with lexical items, there is no a priori reason to expect the precise meanings of morphemes in one language to match the precise meanings of morphemes in other languages; however, there is some expectation that cross-linguistically valid generalizations can be drawn based on syntactic and morphosyntactic behaviours. By abstracting away from the often-exotic semantic nuances of the Lushootseed verbal affixes and classifying them in terms of their syntactics, we are able to make more direct comparisons with morphemes showing similar syntactics in other languages. The most notable insight this provides us is in the case of the Lushootseed internal causative, which (along with its cognates in other Salishan languages) has often been characterized as simply a “transitivizer”, ignoring the parallels it presents with more traditional causatives in other languages. By recognizing -t as a causative, we provide it with a proper typological context, removing the misapprehension that it is a typological aberration. At the same time, by recognizing it as a causative, we are able to highlight a unique aspect of Lushootseed grammar — the lack of a robust distinction between AGENT and CAUSER. Thus, a proper taxonomy of valency-increasers both brings Lushootseed into line with universalist claims about the potentialities of valency-increasing affixes and underscores the particularist aspects of the Lushootseed system.
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